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.THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
OITtO> OF TN E DIRECTOR

PRUfCETO!{t NEW JDlSEY

2 April 1959

Dear Andre:
I have the c0Ft'J that you sent to me of
your letter of March 31st to Woodward. As
Director of the Institute, who presides over
the Faculty, I have the clear duty of reprimanding
you for the manner in which you have addressed a
member of our Faculty, and its elected secretary.
I enjoin and entreat you not to repeat the offense.

~
Robert Oppenheimer

As to the matter of your letter, I am
enclosing a cop,r of excerpts of a letter I have
written to Woodward.

Professor Andre Weil
The Institute for Advanced study
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Mr. MorgUl

20 April 19S9

Dear ProtBsaor Weill

b
~tees of the Institute, mHting on AprU 18th,
haft fiDei your Alar.r, and that of TOur colleaguell, at
t22,SOO a yoo:r, at.arting July 1, 1959.
I

IlIlI

Blad to tell you the good news.
Very lI1.ncerely,
'I

\
Rob0..rt Oppanh· ll118r

,

Profenor A. WeU
.
The InIItl tute far Advanoed Sindy

"
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23 De_ber 1958

to

Wham It I!q Conoeml

lnatitut.e for Adftnoed studT.

!hilI 1. further to oert1fy that

the Inetitute 18 in •••• ion !rom the ond or

Sep~ber

to betore

CbI'l8tDu, and frolll lIl1cWanU&J'1' to ear:Q' April, the uact date.
thl8 yqr being Soptelllber 29 to DeC81ber 19, 1951l and oJanU&J'1'
12 to April 10, 1959.
'or tbe Director

Vtinl& Hobllon

. SocretuT to"th. D1reotor
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COP Y

cc:

Beurling
Borel
Gadel
Morse
Oppenheimer
Selberg
Whitney

March 1, 1958.

Dear Montgomery,
I am, of course, in favor of Fraisse, Grllnbaum, Nakaoka. Concerning the latter, I feel just as you do. Why should we bother to
wait an indefinite amount of time? Just to "play the game of contracts"
with Sammy? And possibly leave Nakaoka inadequate time to take care of
visas, travel funds, etc.?
It seems rather definite that Hano will go to Chicago next year.
Therefore I assume that the offer to Nakaoka would be on the basis of
Borel's assistant fund. Is that so? Or, i f not, does it all mean tbat
more money will be available than we had expected? If so, one might still
think of Neron, perhaps. Morikawa has written to me that he will be glad
to come, for one tem or two tems as we may wish. I have no answer yet
from Heegner; I will write hiJD once more, and then write hiJD off unless
he answers soon.
I have had no comments from any of you to my proposed letter
to W. Weaver. Presumably you all wanted to wait for the outcome of the
Chicago conference. From what appears on the surface (from the copy of
their report, which you sent me), that appears to be wholly negative. On
the surface, it appears as a defeat for the Chicago proposal, but also
shows complete inability to offer anything constructive to replace it;
all it says is that everything should be just as before, except that
mathematics should get more money, and that some of it should be awar:ied
for five years; this would of course be an improvement, but does not go
far enough. Also, the idea of "strengthening as many departments of
mathem.tics as feasible" seems uite silly.
At the same time, it would be quite surprising that Chicago
should give up their big project, just because the conference was not
in its favor. ~te possibly the conference, in their strategy, vas
to be no more than a SIlOke screen, behind Oihich they could go on with
their manoeuvering at top level. If one thinks (as I emphatically do)
that their project would have a very bad effect on the future development of mathematics in the country, one cannot depend on the results of
the conference.

For these reasons, I should still be in favor:
(a) of sending
a letter to '''eaver, 'DJre or less according to my draft, but modified so
as to take into account the report on the conference and any observations
Oihich you and the rest of our colleagues may have to make; (b) giving a
fairly wide circulation to the constructive portions of that letter (i.e.
all those which do not deal specifically with Chicago).
liith best regar:is
Cordially yours

/s/

A.

l"eU
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3 rue A~guste-eomte
Paris 6 , France
March 24, 1958

Dr. ''''arren Weaver
Rockefeller Foundation
49 West 49th Street
New York 20, N. Y.

Dear Dr.

l~ea

ver :

I have had no occasion of communicatin with you since the war. But I
cannot forget how Louis Rapkine introduced me to you in 1941, and how you, and,
through you, the Rockefeller Foundation extended to me a helping hand which made
it possible for me to subsist during those difficult times. Again in 1944, when
I asked to be helped out of an intellectually intolerable situation, you were
the only one to show a full understanding of my problems and to give me the
assurance that at least I could depend on your active sympathy.
Fortunately it is not about my personal affairs that I have to approach
you now. My appointment to the Institute for Advanced Study has settled these
to my entire satisfaction. The question which I wish to discuss is far more
important. It is one that will vitally affect the whole future of mathematics
in this country.
I have before me two documents. One is entitled a "Proposal for the
Establishment of a Center for Advanced Study in Mathematics", purportedly
issued by the Department of Mathematics of the University of Chicago and dated
January 15, 1958. The other is the "Report of a Conference on Training and
Research Potential in Mathematics", sponsored by the National Science Foundation and held in Chicago on February 20 and 21, 1958.
The latter does not require elaborate comments. Mathematicians are
supposed to be particularly sensitive to contradictions. If this is true of
them when taken individually, clearly it is not so when they are assembled in
a group. Otherwise such a group would hardly have stated (in "Resolution 1" )
that "the growth of mathematics in our society requires new programs and new
ideas", and then proceeded with resolutions, the gist of which is that, in all
essentials, nothing need be changed in existing methods and practices, and that
everything should go on just as before, only more so. The one novelty advocated
by the conference (Resolution 2) is that government agencies should award "block
grants" for periods of five years; these, however, should still be "on the basis
of a specific proposal from a department". On the other hand, the conference
favored "the strengthening of as many departments of mathematics as feasible"
(Resolution 4). As the report says that all resolutions were approved with
"only a single dissenting vote", this (as well as some other resolutions, also
flatly contradicting the original Chicago proposal) must have been approved by
at least two of the three Chicago representatives at the conference, although
it seems completely destructive of their purpose. Perhaps it took some nalvete
on their part to imagine that about thirty mathematicians, representing 27
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different institutions (some of them of rather questionable importance) could be
told about a possibly forthcoming cake and then willingly forego their right to
a share of it. Even the most enlightened self-interest seldom takes the form of
such self-denial. fut this does not mean that spreading the butter as evenly as
possible would necessarily help the cause of mathematical progress.
Perhaps the fact that the Chicago representatives (or at any rate two of
them) signed the report of the conference means that they have abandoned their
project; but I am inclined to doubt it. As the work of mathematicians with great
reputations and considerable administrative experience, it has to be treated
seriously, in spite or because of its sensational character, and even though the
three men who launched into space this mathematical sputnik did not even bother,
before doing so, to get it approved by their own department.
One need not stoop to notice the unusual amount of self-praise included
in that proposal (remarkable, I think, even in our days of pUblicity blurbs
disguised as projects). But, as it also contains some rather severe strictures
upon the Institute for Advanced Study, and as I have belonged to the University
of Chicago for ten years and left it for the Institute only recently, it may not
be amiss for me, before entering into a discussion of the broad issues involved,
to touch briefly upon my experiences at Chicago. I shall try to do this with all
possible restraint, limiting myself to what seems relevant to my present purpose.
ifhen I joined Chicago in 1947, Marshall Stone had just been overhauling
the Department rather thoroughly. This had been done without my advice being
given or asked for. Some of the weaknesses of his work, which later became
apparent, were even then perceptible to my eyes. Nevertheless, the impetus given
by this wholesale remodeling created a sensation in the mathematical world and
gave the impression that Chicago would now be restored to its traditional position
as a major mathematical center. The appointment of Chern, by far the soundest
ever made there (and the only one, incidentally, for which I can claim some share
of the credit) strengthened that impression.
Since then, the Department has witnessed nothing but stagnation; and,
in such a matter, stagnation means downfall. Those who could, with some optimism,
be considered as promising young men in 1946 are, to say the least, not young any
more, and not promising. But all of them are now full professors, while truly
promising men who, on several occasions, came to Chicago as instructors or research
associates were allowed or rather made to go. Suggestions for the strengthening
of the Department by the infusion of a modicum of fresh blood were consistently
ignored. All power was firmly held by those three men whose signature is affixed
to the Chicago "Proposal"; all three became increasingly detached from mathematics,
increasingly absorbed by administrative matters, so-called University politics, the
pulling of wires in rrashington, and the game of contracts. By the time I left
Chicago, I had reluctantly become convinced that, short of a miracle, it had very
little future as a center for advanced study in mathematics.
Now Chicago is asking for the National Science Foundation to perform this
miracle. They motivate their request, strangely enough, by noting that they are
"weak in the important areas of algebraic geometry, algebraic function theory, etc.".
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Does an institution which has shown such lack of wisdom in handling its own affairs
deserve Federal support, particularly on the huge scale of their proposal? Is it
likely to show greater wisdom once money starts pouring in?
There are, it seems to me, two simple objective tests by which to judge
whether an academic institution deserves support. It must have shown consistent
wisdom in assembling, keeping together and gradually strengthening a really active
team of scientists, including young men whose merit has not yet become widely
publicized. It must show its ability to attract (and not by money alone) the
scientists whom it wishes to acquire. The facts quoted above, to which I could
add many more, show how Chicago meets the first test. As to the latter, it is a
matter of pUblic knowledge that, since I came away about a year ago, they have
made major offers to no less than five mathematicians of worldwide reputation;
all five, one after the other, have turned the offers down.
I have said enough about Chicago. At any rate, their proposal suggests
that, in the eyes of some experienced people, the present situation has created
an opportunity for obtaining Federal support on a fairly large scale for the most
advanced type of mathematical work in this country. Perhaps the real need is for
improvement in the teaching of mathematics (and not only of mathematics) at the
secondary level. Perhaps, too, support of mathematics at the highest level, in
order to reach maximum efficiency, ought to be offered on an international scale
rather than within the boundaries of one country; in this, the work of the old
General Education Board might serve as a truly admirable model. It may not be
practical to raise the latter issue; I am hardly competent to discuss the former.
I must therefore confine myself to considering the possibilities for supporting
and improving advanced mathematics in the U.S.A.
To create a mathematical center ex nihilo is, it seems to me, quits
beyond the scope and possibilities of anyagency or foundation. It would require,
on the part of its founders, a most unusual combination of mathematical insight,
human understanding and organizing abilities. Moreover, since the supply of firstrate mathematicians in this or any country is quite limited, it would imply the
destruction or weakening of soms existing centers, which is hardly a desirable goal
in itself.
Federal support must therefore necessarily be restricted to the helping
and strengthening of existing centers, although not at each other I s expense. Before
doing this, one must recognize them. This is not to be done by locating on the map
the points of highest concentration of members of the National Academy or of
recipients of honorary degrees, but by applying the two simple tests mentioned above.
The questions to be asked are these: which institutions have shown the greatest
wisdom in assembling and keeping together an active department and particularly in
selecting the most talented young mathematicians? Which institutions have acquired
such a reputation for a favorable scientific atmosphere and for the encouragement
given to research that some of the best mathematicians will gladly seize an
opportunity of joining them?
Judging by these standards, I see two, and no more than two, mathematical
centers in this country which cover a really wide area of modern mathematics. One
is in Princeton, and consists of the University and the Institute for Advanced Study.
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The other is in Cambridge, and comprises Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. On a smaller scale, and 1<i thin the limita tions of much smaller
bUdgets, several departments of mathematics have shown high merit in recent years.
It would be invidious to attempt making a limitative list, but the names which
occur at once are those of Johns Hopkins, Michigan, Northwestern, Stanford, and,
quite lately, Berkeley. I am purposely omitting from my list those institutions
(such as the Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New York University, the Kansas
group, etc.), whatever their merits, whose very existence, unless I am much
mistaken, depends upon contracts from the armed forces, and which, for obvious
reasons, specialize largely in so-called applied mathematics. It seems to me that
the whole relation between pure and applied mathematics, and between the latter
and the applications of mathematics, ought to be considered afresh, but that this
could hardly be done within the framework of the present set-up. I shall therefore, for the time being, disregard this extremely delicate problem altogether.
Speaking only of pure mathematics, I suggest that there should be a
certain number (and a relatively small one, perhaps no more than five or six) of
Federally recognized "centers of advanced study in mathematics", such recognition
being extended on the basis of the above tests. The recognition should not be
permanent, but subject to review at stated intervals (say, every fifth year). A
center could consist of one institution, or of several institutions so close to
each other as to afford convenient daily contacts between their faculties,
research-workers and students.
In order to win recognition, an institution would have to keep its
faculty (by which I mean that portion of its faculty to be considered as part of
the proposed center) reasonably free to devote themselves to research, i.e.
reasonably free from administration and routine teaching. It is my experience
that the teaching of one undergraduate and one graduate course (with no administrative work added to this) is quite compatible with research, except for those few
mathematicians who are unusually allergic to teaching or unusually conscientious
teachers. This limitation should be kept most strictly in the case of the younger
men, as teaching is more of an imposition on them than on those with greater
experience. It goes without saying that temporary members of the centers, brought
in by means of outside funds, should have no such duties whatsoever, while being
free to give advanced lectures or take part in seminars if they wish.

After recognition has been granted to such centers, what should be done
to support them? The answer seems simple enough. Nothing spectacular or sensational need be attempted. One should help those centers to do better and more
conveniently what they are already trying to do, and what they are on the whole,
in their own bungling fashion, doing fairly well. Here again, the policy and
practice of the Rockefeller Foundation (whose motto, as I remember, used to be:
"Make the peaks higher, don I t try to fill up the valleys") might well be taken as
a model. These simple principles have a number of important corollaries.
First and most important, the N.S.F. should substitute itself for all
the agencies of the armed forces (O.O.R., O.N.R., A.F.O.S.R.) so far as pure
mathematics is concerned. It is right and proper that these agencies should
subsidize the types of applied mathematical research (such as ballistics,
operational research, etc.) which are of direct and immediate interest to them.
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In addition to this, they have, in recent years, taken the remarkably farsighted
view that whatever is good for mathematics is, in the long run, good for the armed
forces; and they have given truly invaluable help to research in pure mathematics.
However grateful we mathematicians should be to them for such help, generously rTanted
during a delicate transitional period, it is now time to say, firstly, that this is
hardly their proper function, and, secondly, that it has enmeshed us in a web of
red tape and confusion from which it is becoming ever harder to extricate ourselves.
In order merely to keep track of the various contracts on which most major institutions have become increasingly dependent for their normal operation, a special
staff has become necessary. Some contracts are free from any conditions; some are
"with strings attached" (as to subject-matter, e.g. analysis vs. number-theory;
as to citizenship of the men under contract; etc.). An elaborate reviewing machinery
has been set up, most of which, as everybody knows, is wholly fictitious, since
proposals from mathematical top brass are considered quite apart from their
scientific merit (by which I do not intend to suggest that they have none, but
merely that it is not a relevant consideration, since, quite properly in many cases,
it is taken for granted on the basis of the names on the project). Complicated
deals are being made all the time, in order, broadly speaking, to accommodate all
deserving men while ensuring some superficially satisfactory distribution between
the various agencies and between the various institutions. Because of the red
tape involved and because of the uncertainties of the Federal budget until the
last moment, long-range planning is out of the question, and it is frequently
impossible to make definite plans even a few months in advance. Within the
mathematical world, the adepts at this peculiar game (the "game of contracts")
have become ever more indispensable and have come to devote more and more of their
time to it, at the expense of honest mathematical work. This is clearly exemplified by the situation at the University of Chicago, as described above. It is
true that "block grants", awarded for five-year periods, would be a partial remedy
to some of these evils; but they would not cure the disease.
All this could easily be brushed away at one stroke, at no expense and
even with some saving of the taxpayer's money, if it were agreed that all Federal
support of pure mathematics should be the responsibility of the N.S.F., and that
a stated proportion of this should be in the form of grants, with no strings
attached, to those institutions which have deserved such support, i.e. to those
which have won recognition as centers for advanced study in mathematics. This
would still leave room for contracts in favor of deserving individuals or groups,
not belonging to such centers (or who for some reason would prefer to dissociate
themselves from the latter), as well as for contracts (from the N.S.F., or, within
the spheres properly belonging to their range of interest, from the agencies of
the armed forces) to special groups working on specific problems. As to the grants
to the recognized centers, their use should be subject only to one condition, viz.,
that it should conform to the broad purposes specified in the general regulations
governing such grants.
These grants should be administered by the departments of mathematics
of the institutions making up those centers, or by suitably designated subcommittees. If a center consists of more than one institution, a joint committee
would take care of the matter, with, I hope, a minimum of red tape. For instance,
if one assumes, for the sake of argument, that Princeton were to become such a
center, there would have to be a joint committee, from the Department of Mathematics
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of Princeton University and the School of Mathematics at the Institute. Here I
should emphasize what must have been obvious from the beginning of this letter,
viz., that I am here expressing merely my personal views, and not those of my
colleagues at the Institute, still less the collective views of the Institute
itself.
In such grants, overhead, traveling and secretarial expenses should be
abolished. The former, so far as pure mathematics is concerned, has no justification at all, except as a hidden subsidy to the institutions benefiting from
contracts. Secretarial expenses, in pure mathematics, are almost non-existent,
as soon as red tape is cut down to a minimum. A certain amount of traveling is
definitely usefUl; but, also in this respect, existing practices ought to be reconsidered. Firstly, the vicious usage of holding, chiefly for prestige purposes,
innumerable conferences, colloquia, symposia (my Greek dictionary says: "Symposium,
a drinking party") ought to be stopped. The organizers of those conferences are
frequently heard to say that they are useful, not because of their formal aspects,
but by providing opportunities for informal contacts. liQy, then, not dispense with
the formal aspects altogether? This could easily be achieved by allotting, to each
recognized center and perhaps also to some distinguished scientists in their
individual capacity, a fund, to be used at their discretion for informal contacts
and consultation with colleagues located elsewhere. Not only would this be far
more useful than the system now in vogue, but it would be less expensive.
Scientists are seldom extravagant; and pUblic opinion within the profession would
deal quickly with the few who might use such funds for unworthy purposes.
According to this plan, the grants to recognized centers would be used
essentially as contracts are used at present, viz" in order to recruit and
attract research-workers for comparatively short or medium periods of time (from
one semester, say, to ~10 years); the support of predoctoral students ought rather
to be on a separate basis, as it is now. It should be clearly specified that, to
the individual scientists benefiting from such a grant, the grant is a free gift,
involving no obligation, and therefore tax··exempt; the abolition of overhead would
amply compensate for the very small loss to the Treasury implied in this. Even
now, it is always understood that, in the realm of pure mathematics, the so-called
"contracts" are purely fictitious, the beneficiaries being left free to devote
themselves to their own problems and to spend their time as they see fit; there is
no reason why this should not be openly acknowledged by granting them the same
status enjoyed by Guggenheim fellows, members of the Institute, etc.
Among those who would be eligible
one could include professors on sabbatical
to various devices in order to make up for
pay. On the other hand, it might be wiser

for grants from the recognized centers,
leave, who at present have to resort
the usual loss of salary while on halfto provide a special fund for them.

In addition to all this, it seems quite desirable (although not necessary)
that the N,S.F, should set up and endow a small number of research professorships
with tenure. The number should be kept small, because the number of mathematicians
qualifying for such positions is small, unless existing institutions are to be
depleted of their best personnel. As to the machinery involved (which again would
have to be kept down to a bare minimum), I have not sufficient administrative
experience to make definite suggestions. A professorship of that type could either
be attached to an eXisting institution, or to a recognized center consisting of
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more than one institution, or directly to the N.S.F.; in the latter case, the
holder might be left free to reside at any recognized center of his own choice.
If, for the sake of argument, a professorship were to be attached to a center to
be recognized in Princeton, the holder would be free to do his work (including,
if he so wishes, seminars or advanced lectures, but no routine teaching) at the
University, at the Institute, or at both; in view of the very small number of
cases involved, I cannot believe that such petty matters as the allocation of
office-space, etc., could ever be a serious cause of friction; on the contrary,
an arrangement of this kind would be invaluable for promoting scientific cooperation. The very small amount of administrative work to be done (which would hardly
include more than the writing of salary checks) could be handled, I imagine,
either by the N.S.F. or by the institution most directly concerned.
The problem of housing is of considerable importance in any program
involVing moderately large numbers of research-workers spending periods of an
average duration of one year away from their normal residence. The Institute
for Advanced Study has solved the problem for its members by means of its housing
project. Since comparable housing does not at present exist elsewhere, a professor
on sabbatical leave, a postdoctoral student on an N.S.F. fellowship, a Guggenheim
fellow, have almost no option but to go to the Institute or go abroad; they will
often go to Princeton, even though their own scientific interests might have
directed them elsewhere. Certainly such concentration is neither necessary nor
desirable. The Institute Project could serve as model in some cases. Anyway,
each center should have housing units, adequate to its expected needs, and allowing,
if possible, some margin for future expansion. In most cases, this can hardly be
achieved without a capital grant from Federal funds. On the other hand, i t would
seem only fair that those institutions which already have housing should receive
adequate compensation if they are to put some of it at the disposal of a Federally
recognized center of which they might be no more than a component part.
The Chicago "Proposal" lays great stress on offices, these being, it says,
"the laboratory of the research mathematician". This seems an exaggeration.
European mathematicians have not been doing so badly, even though they seldom
enjoy such facilities. In this country, too, there are mathematicians who do most
of their work at home. Let me not, however, contest this issue. Private offices
in departmental buildings can do no harm; for those who have to live in congested
quarters, or who find their family more disturbing than students and Visitors, they
can do much good. Providing office-space requires money. Let there be money, by
all means. Money cannot create good mathematics. Used wisely in moderate amounts,
it can help mathematics considerably. My earnest hope is that it will be so used.
Yours sincerely,

/s/
AWcdu

A. Weil
Andr~

Weil
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Dear Deane:

/l

I just found your letter of April 1 on coming back from a trip
to Vienna. Y,aybe, in view of the date, i t ough. not to be taken
seriously. Q1 the other hand, i f i t is, I am sqrll'Y that you should
want to leave the Annals, especially i f :t:fiIi>iu,hng to involve me.
Perhaps you could postpone the final decision un~l~e can talk i t
over together? In any case I could not po'$sibly strttt with such
duties until I have had the opportunity of discussing things with
other members of the editorial board; in fact, if I accept the job
at all, I should prefer to begin only in the Fall
As you know, I
shall be in Princeton from jufle 10 to June 30. I hope you won 't
mind postponing the whole ~1;ter Until z)et there.
0

Are there precedents to the drrangement proposed by you concerning Ambrose and,-Zi-ppin? 1f i t pst means using up Air Force money
which otherwise wo\l1d tie wasted, then of course I am all for it.
Otherwise there are matters of general policy involved in this, about
which I am not at all clear. A.s to Ambrose's request concerning the
year 1959~0, I hope i:Lcan wait until the Fall; I think well of
Ambrose, but I am no't,.~l in favor of dealing with such matters
piecemeal, and I think his request has to be considered along with
other possibilities for the same year.
ith best regards
Cordially yours,
/s/

A. Weil
A. Ileil
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February 13, 1956

Professor R. Brauer
President
American Mathematical Society
Providence, R. I.
Dear Professor Brauer:
This is nw third year as representative of the Society on the
Editorial Board of the American Journal. The circumstances which led to my
accepting that assignment have been so completely altered by Wintner's premature
and sudden death that I must now ask to be released from it. It should be understood that nw resignation is final and not subject to any condi tions. But I owe
the Society a statement of the reasons which have motivated this decision.
It is not necessary, but it seems clearly desirable and convenient,
that the greater part of the best mathematical work done in each country should
be concentrated in one or more first-class journals rather than diluted with
inferior material. Individuals and institutions of limited means, particularly
in the poorer countries, can then make an intelligent selection of those periodicals to which they wish to subscribe. Also, the chances for each mathematician
to learn something worthwhile by casual search are much enhanced if he knows
where to look for work of high quality. A careful analysis of American mathematics has convinced me that enough work of that kind is being produced here to
keep up two first-class journals, and no more than two. This takes into account
the very welcome fact that foreign mathematicians will occasionally offer some
of their best work for pUblication in this country.
Of the existing journals in the U.S.A., the American Journal of
Mathematics has the longest and most impressive tradition. For many years,
largely because of Lefschetz's superb editorship, the Annals of Mathematics have
held the first place, while the American Journal was gradually sinking into
mediocri ty. As to the journals pUblished by the Society and by a number of
academic institutions on this continent, it has obViously never been intended
or attempted to maintain for them any high standard of excellence, with the
possible exception of the Transactions dUring Tamarkin's editorship. These
statements are not meant as a criticism. For a number of reasons, scientific
and sociological, it is unavoidable that a good deal of comparatively inferior
material should get into print. I am merely trying to describe the main faots
as I see them. Of course I am aware that a less summary description would reveal
a number of deviations from the general trend.
Very properly, when the Society made me an editor of the American Journal,
they refrained from giving me any directives; ncr did I ask for any. I was left
completely free to exercise my own judgment concerning edi torial policy. I found
that Wintner was extremely desirous of restoring the Journal to its original
function as a first-class periodical. For the reasons stated above, I, too,
felt strongly that this was something worth working for. We set about doing it;
and I believe that we reached a considerable measure of success. This implied
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rejecting many papers which, by the usual standards, were perfectly publishable.
We took the view that, by doing so, we did little harm to the authors, provided
it was done quickly; for such papers would get into print anyway. This applied
particularly to the case of well-established authors; we thought that promising
young beginners should receive a more considerate treatment and should at times
be measured by less exacting standards. We could not hope to be exempt from
errors; whether or not quick decisions imply a higher percentage of errors than
a slower procedure is a debatable point. Had we been dictators over the whole
field of mathematical publications, the weight of our responsibility would have
been crushing; since, however, opportunities for publication of even moderately
deserving papers remained plentiful even after rejection from the Journal, we
found that we could carry it lightly.
Unrealistically high standards would have stifled the Journal altogether;
this had to be avoided. On the other hand, our policy made i t possible to reduce
to a bare minimum the backlog which is the curse of most journals. We found that
we had no difficulty in pUblishing quickly whatever we thought worth pUblishing
at all.
These were our principles; and I should not in the least be interested
in editorial work in a journal where such principles could not be maintained.
When several editors have to work together, it is almost inevitable that the
weakest one will drag his colleagues down to the level of his own standards. But
no one can maintain high standards unless he has had considerable experience in
more than one branch of mathematics, and, above all, unless he enjoys a secure
and unassailable position in the mathematical world. Since Wintner's death,
there is, except for Chow, no such person at Johns Hopkins.
I greatly admire Chow's success in assembling there a really fine group
of active young mathematicians, and in doing so in spite of the limitations of
a bUdget barely consonant with the distinguished traditions of that institution.
It is nevertheless a fact that no one there, with the exception of Chow himself,
would be in a position to assume the duties of an editor with the degree of
competence and independence which I consider necessary in the present situation.
To this should be added the fact that an editor, in order to discharge his duties
efficiently, must have a modicum of punctuality and of businesslike qualities
which not every good mathematician can be expected to possess. As to Chow, he
was already most reluctant to act as editor in Wintner's lifetime; it was only
cr,y pointing out to him that there was no workable alternative that Wintner and I
persuaded him to accept such duties.
Should the Society be as convinced as I am that another first-class
journal, besides the Annals, is desirable, it could perhaps insist with Johns
Hopkins that they do the needful to maintain the standards which Wintner and I
tried to achieve. But, should it be so conVinced, it could far more easily make
its own publications conform with such standards. Indeed, while the Society never
expressed disapproval of the principles I followed as editor of the Journal, it
never indicated that it approved of them.
This being so, I feel that whatever abilities I may possess as editor
would be wasted i f I spent more time on the Journal, and that many of ~

"
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- 3 colleagues can do, better than I, the kind of editorial work which it will require
from now on.
To these considerations should be added the inconvenience of performing
my editorial dutiee from Paris, where I am spending the current year. As long
ae I felt useful, I did not mind this. Since such is no longer the case, I must
naturally wish to be relieved of these duties as early as practicable.
It has been traditional for the Society always to appoint their
representatives on the editorial board of the American Journal in consultation
with the Johns Hopkins editors; in the present situation, this means consulting
wi th Chow. In order to give you time to do this without undue hurry, I am
making my resignation effective as from April 1, 1958.
As the present letter raises issues of policy, I should be much obliged
i f you would kindly have it circulated among all members of the Council of the
Society.
Yours sincerely,
/s/

A. Weil
A. Weil

cc:

W. L. Chow

Mimeographed copies to:
L. Ahlfore
A. Borel
H. Cartan
C. Chevalley
S. S. Chern
J. DieudonnlS
K. Iwaeawa
K. Kodaira
J. W. Milnor
F. Mautner
• Oppenheimer

~.~
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Paris, Feb. 14, 1958
Dear Colleagues:
As agreed before I left Princeton, I am sending the draft of a letter to
W. Weaver. I should be most grateful if you would send me as general or as
detailed comments on this as you care to make. Of course the letter has only
to express my personal views, not yours or those of the Institute. On the other
hand, I have drafted this on the spur of the moment; my opinions are very far
from being solidified, and confronting them with yours may still lead me to
modify them considerably. Also, you may be in a position to point out to me that
some of the statements I make in that letter, even though I mean them, may be
unwise under the circumstances; in this, again, I should very much wish to have
the benefit of your reactions and of your experience. For the final draft, which
I shall make on the basis of the present one and of your comments, I must of course
claim exclusive responsibility.
As the matter seems rather urgent, please write to me quite soon.
get a copy of the final draft as soon as it is ready.

You will

Sincerely yours,

A·~lo'

A.

cc:

~Jeil

3 rue Auguste-Comte
Paris 6e , France

School of Math. Faculty
DR AFT

Dear Dr. Weaver:
I have had no occasion of communicating with you since the war. But I
cannot forget how Louis Rapkine introduced me to you in 1941, and how you, and,
through you, the Rockefeller Foundation extended to me a helping hand which made
it possible for me to subsist during those difficult times. Again in 1944, when
I asked to be helped out of an intellectually intolerable situation, you were the
only one to show a full understanding of my problems and to give me the assurance
that at least I could depend on your active sympathy.
Fortunately it is not about my personal affairs that I have to approach
you now. My appointment to the Institute for Advanced Study has settled these to
my entire satisfaction. The question which I wish to discuss is far more important;
it is one, in fact, that will vitally affect the whole future of mathematics in
this country,
I have before me a "Proposal for the Establishment of a Center for
Advanced Study in Mathematics", purportedly issued by "the Department of Mathematics of the University of Chicago". This mathematical sputnik, launched into
space by three Chicago professors (who, incidentally, did not even bother, before
doing so, to get i t approved by their department) contains a certain amount of
self-praise, unusual, perhaps, even in our days of pUblicity-blurbs disguised as
projects. It also contains a number of severe strictures upon the Institute for
Advanced Study,
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I have belonged to the University of Chicago for ten years. I/hen the
opportunity arose for me recently to leave it for the Institute, I found that I
was no less desirous, on scientific grounds alone, of leaving Chicago than of
joining the Instituts. I had, in fact, become convinced that Chicago (barring a
miracle) had very little future as a center for advanced study in mathematics,
while the Institute had one fUlly worthy of its tradition. Perhaps, before entering
into a discussion of the broad issues involved, I may make a few comments concerning
my experiences in Chicago; I shall try to do this with all possible restraint.
When I joined Chicago in 1947, Marshall Stene had just overhauled the
department. This had been done without my advice being given or asked for; some
of the weaknesses of his creation, which later became apparent, were even then
perceptible to my eyes. Nevertheless, the impetus given by this wholesale renewal
created a sensation in the mathematical world and gave the impression that Chicago
would now be restored to its traditional position as a major mathematical center.
The appointment of Chern, by far the soundest ever made there (and the only one,
incidentally, in which I had some share) strengthened that impression.
Since then, the department witnessed complete stagnation; and, in such a
matter, stagnation means downfall. Those who could, with some optimism, be considered as promising young men in 1946 are, to say the least, not young any more,
and not promising. But all of them are now full professors, while truly promising
men who, on several occasions, came to Chicago as instructors or research associates
were allowed or rather made to go. Suggestions for the strengthening of the
department by the infUsion of a modicum of fresh blood were consistently ignored.
All power was firmly held by those three men whose signature is now affixed to the
Chicago "Proposal"; all three became increasingly detached from mathematics,
increasingly absorbed by administrative matters, so-called university politics,
the pulling of wires in Washington, and the game of contracts.
Now Chicago is asking for Federal support; it seeks to motivate this
request by noting that i t is "weak in the important areas of algebraic geometry,
etc." Had a proper climate been created for me te be able to do really useful work
there, I might not have left Chicago. Even if I had left it, Chicago could very
easily have retained the services, say, of Lang (an instructor there a few years
ago, now an assooiate professor at Columbia) and of Matsusaka (a research associate
on an N.S.F. contract at Chicago until last year, now an associate professor at
Northwestern), both of whom I wished to keep there, and both of whom were quite
eager to stay; i t would then not find itself "weak in algebraic geometry". Does an
institution which has shown such lack of wisdom in handling its own affairs deserve
Federal support, particularly on the huge scale of the present proposal? Is it
likely to show greater wisdom once money starts pouring in?
There are, it seems to me, two simple objective tests by which to jUdge
whether an academic institution deserves support. It must have shown consistent
wisdom in assembling, keeping together and gradually strengthening a really active
group of scientists, including young ones whose merit has not yet become widely
pUblicized. It must show its ability to attract (and not by money alone) the
scientists whom it wishes to acquire. The facts quoted above, to which many more
could be added, indicate that Chicago hardly meets the first test. As to the
second one, it is a matter of public knowledge that, since I came away not quite
a year ago, they have made major offers to no less than five mathematicians of
worldwide reputation; all five, one after the other, have turned the offers down.
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I have said enough about Chicago. Their proposal indicates, at any rate,
that the present situation has created an opportunity for obtaining Federal
support, on a fairly large scale, for the most advanced type of mathematical work
in this country. Perhaps the real need is for improvement in the teaching of
mathematics at the secondary level; perhaps, too, support of mathematics at the
highest level, in order to reach maximum efficiency, ought to be offered on an
international scale rather than within the boundaries of one country; in this,
the work of the old General Education Board might serve as a truly admirable model.
It may not be practical to raise the latter issue; I am hardly competent to discuss
the former. I must therefore limit myself to considering the possibilities for
supporting and improving advanced mathematics in the U.S.A.
To create a mathematical center ex nihilo is, it seems to me, quite beyond
the scope and possibilities of any agency-or foundation. It would require, on the
part of its founders, a most unusual combination of mathematical insight, human
understanding and organizing abilities. Moreover, since the supply of first-rate
mathematicians in this or any country is qUite limited, it would imply the destruction or weakening of some existing centers, which is hardly a desirable goal in
itself.
Federal support must therefore necessarily limit itself to helping and
strengthening existing centers, although not at each other's expense. Before
doing this, one must recognize them. This is not to be done by locating on the
map the points of highest concentration of members of the National Academy or of
recipients of honorary degrees, but by applying the two simple tests mentioned
above. The questions to be asked are these: which institutions have shown the
greatest wisdom in assembling an active department and particularly in selecting
the most talented young mathematicians? \Ihich institutions have acquired such
reputation for a favorable scientific atmosphere and for the encouragement of
scientific work that some of the best mathematicians will gladly take an opportunity
of joining them?
Judging by these standards, I see two, and no more than two, mathematical
centers in this country which cover a really wide area of modern mathematics. One
is in Princeton, and consists of the University and the Institute; the other is in
Cambridge, and consists of Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
On a smaller scale, and within the limitations of much smaller budgets, several
institutions have shown high merit in recent years. It would be invidious to
attempt making a limitative list, but the names which occur at once are Johns Hopkins,
Michigan, Northwestern, Stanford, and perhaps, lately, Berkeley. I am purposely
omitting from ~ list those institutions (such as the Institute of Mathematical
Sciences at N.r.U., the Kansas group, etc.), whatever their merits, whose very
eXistence, unless I am much mistaken, depends upon contracts from the armed forces;
for obvious reasons, they specialize largely in so-called applied mathematics. It
seems to me that the whole relation between pure and applied mathematics, and
between the latter and the applications of mathematics, ought to be considered
afresh, but that this could hardly be done wi thin the framework of the present setup. I shall, therefore, for the time being, disregard this extremely delicate
problem altogether.
Speaking only of pure mathematics, I suggest that there should be a certain
number of Federally recognized "centers of advanced study in mathematics", such
recognition being extended on the basis of the above tests. The recognition should
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not be permanent, but subject to review at stated invervals (say, every fifth year).
A center could consist of one institution, or of several institutions so close to
each other as to afford convenient daily contacts between their Faculties, researchworkers and students.
In order to win recognition, an institution would have to keep its Faculty
(or rather that portion of its Faculty to be considered as part of the proposed
center) reasonably free to devote themselves to research, i.e. reasonably free from
administration and routine teaching. It is ~ experience that the teaching of one
undergraduate and one graduate course (with no administrative work added to this)
is quite compatible with research, except for those few mathematicians who are
unusually allergic to teaching or unusually conscientious teachers. This limitation should be most strictly adhered to in the case of the younger men, as teaching
is more of an imposition on them than on those with greater experience. It goes
without saying that temporary members of the centers, brought in by means of
outside funds, should have no such duties whatsoever, while being free to give
advanced lectures or take part in seminars if they wish to do so.

After recognition has been granted to such centers, what should be done
to support them? I may be miserably lacking in constructive imagination; but, to
me, the answer seems simple enough. Nothing spectacular or sensational should be
attempted. One should help those centers to do better and more conveniently what
they are alreadY trying to do, and what they are on the whole, in their own bungling
fashion, doing fairly well. Here again, the policy and practice of the Rockefeller
Foundation (whose motto, as I remember, used to be: "Make the peaks higher, don't
try to fill up the valleys") might well be taken as a model. These simple
principles have a number of important consequences.
First and most important, the N.S.F. should substitute itself for all the
agencies of the armed forces (O.O.R., O.N.R., A.F.O.S.R.), so far at least as pure
mathematics is concerned. These agencies, in recent years, have taken the
remarkably farsighted view that whatever is good for mathematics is, in the long
run, good for the armed forces; and they have given invaluable help to mathematical
research. However grateful we mathematicians should be to them, it is now time to
say, firstly that this is hardly their proper function, and, secondly, that this
has enmeshed us in a web of red tape and confusion from which it is becoming ever
harder to extricate ourselves. In order merely to keep track of the various
contracts on which most major institutions have become increasingly dependent for
their normal operation, a special staff has become necessary. Some contracts are
free from any conditions; some are "with strings attached" (as to subject-matter,
e.g. analysis or partial differential equations vs. number-theory; as to the
citizenship of the mathematicians involved; etc.). An elaborate reviewing
machinery has been set up, much of which, as everybody know, is wholly fictitious,
since proposals from mathematical top brass are considered quite apart from their
scientific merit (by which I am not trying to suggest that they have none, but
merely that it is not a relevant consideration, since, quite properly in many cases,
it is taken for granted on the basis of the names on the proposal). Complicated
deals are being made all the time, in order, broadly speaking, to accommodate all
deserving men while ensuring some superficially satisfactory distribution between
the various agencies and between the various institutions. Because of the red tape
involved and because of the uncertainties of the Federal budget until the last
moment, long-range planning is out of the question, and it is frequently impossible
to make definite plans even a few months in advance. Within the mathematical world,
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the adepts at this peculiar game (the "game of contracts") have become ever more
indispensable and have come to devote more and more of their time to it, at the
expense of honest mathematical work. This is clearly exemplified by the situation
at the University of Chicago, as described above.
All this could eaeily be brushed away at one stroke, at no expense and
even with scme saving of the taxpayer's money, if it were agreed that all Federal
support of pure mathematics should be the responsibility of the National Science
Foundation, and that a stated proportion of this should be in the form of annual
grants, with no strings attached, to those institutions which have deserved such
support, i.e. eesentially to those which have won recognition as centers for
advanced etudy in mathematics. This would still leave room for individual contracts
in favor of deserVing individuals not belonging to these centers. Naturally this
suggestion will hardly be welcomed by many specialists in the game of contracts and
members of various committees, who will thereby be deprived of the mainspring of
their present power and of the opportunity for frequent trips to Washington.
Perhaps for that reason it is wholly unpractical.
The grants to the centers should be administered by the departments of
mathematics of the institutions making up those centers, or by suitably designated
subcommittees. If a center consists of more than one institution, a joint committee
would take care of the matter, with, I hope, a minimum of red tape. For instance,
assuming, for argument's sake, that Princeton would become such a center, there
would have to be a joint committee, from the department of mathematics of Princeton
University and the School of Mathematics at the Institute. Here I should emphaeize
what must have been obvious from the beginning of this letter, viz., that I am here
expressing merely my personal views, and not those of my future colleagues at the
Institute, still less the collective views of the Institute itself.
In such grants, overhead, traveling and secretarial expenses should be
abolished. The former, so far as pure mathematics is concerned, has no justification at all, sxcept as a hidden subsidy to the institutions benefiting from
contracts. Secretarial expenses, in pure mathematics, are almost non-existent,
as soon as red tape is cutdown to a minimum. A certain amount of traveling is
definitely useful; but in this respect, too, existing practices ought urgently
to be reconsidered. Firstly, the vicious practice of holding, for prestige purposes
only, innumerable conferences, colloquia, symposia (my Greek dictionary says:
"Symposium, a drinking party") ought to be stopped. The organizers of such
conferences are frequently heard to say that these are useful, not because of their
formal aspects, but by providing opportunities for informal contacts. I-J!ly, then,
not dispense with the formal aspects altogether? This could easily be achieved by
allowing, to each recognized center and to some distinguished scientists, a fund,
to be used at their discretion for purposes of informal contacts and consultation
wi th colleagues located elsewhere. Not only would this be far more useful than
the system now in vogue, but it would be less expensive. Scientists are seldom
extravagant; and public opinion wi thin the profession would deal quickly with the
few who might use such funds for unworthy purposes.
According to this plan, the grants to recognized centers would be used
essentially as contracts are used at present, viz., in order to recruit and attract
research-workers for comparatively short or medium periods of time (from one
semester, say, to two or three years). This could include professors on sabbatical
leave, who at present have to depend on various kinds of outside help (whether from
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a contract, a Guggenheim fellowship, a grant from the Institute for Advanced Study,
etc.) to make up for the usual loss of salary while on half-pay. On the other
hand, a special fund might well be provided for the latter purpose; in fact, the
N.S.F. has already virtually recognized, in practice if not in theory, the usefulness, from a general point of view, of an occasional change of scientific atmosphere for a mathematician in the teaching profession.
Furthermore, it seems rather desirable (although not necessary) that a
small number of research professorships with tenure should be set up by the N.S.F.
The number should be small, because the number of mathematicians qualifying for
such positions is small, unless existing institutions are to be depleted of their
best personnel. As to the machinery involved (which again would have to be reduced
to a bare minimum), I have not sufficient experience to make definite suggestions.
Such professorships could either be attached to an existing institution, or to a
recognized center consisting of more than one institution, or directly to the N.S.F.;
in the latter case, the holder might be left free to reside at any recognized
center of his own choice. If, for argument·s sake, such a professorship should be
attached to a center to be recognized in Princeton, the holder would be free to do
his work, and, if he so wishes, to give advanced lectures, at the University, at
the Institute, or at both, at his option; in view of the very small number of cases
involved, I cannot believe that such petty matters as the allocation of officespace, etc., could ever be a serious cause of friction. The very small amount of
administrative work to be done (which would hardly amount to more than the writing
of salary-checks) could be handled, I imagine, either by the N.S.F., or by the
institution most directly interested.
The problem of housing is of considerable importance in any program
involving moderately large numbers of research-workers spending periods of an
average duration of one year away from their normal residence. The Institute for
Advanced Study has solved the problem for its members by means of its housing
project. Since comparable housing does not at present exist elsewhere, a professor
on sabbatical leave, a postdoctoral student on an N.S.F. fellowship, has almost no
option but to go to the Institute, unless he decides to go abroad; he will often
do this, even though his own soientific interests might rather have directed him
elsewhere. Certainly such concentration is neither necessary nor desirable. The
Institute project might serve as model in some cases. Anyway, each center should
have housing units, adequate to its real needs; in most cases, this can hardly be
achieved without a capital grant from Federal money. On the other hand, it would
seem only fair that those institutions which already have some housing should be
granted adequate compensation if they are to put some of it at the disposal of a
Federally recognized center of which they might be no more than a component part.
The Chicago "Proposal" lays great stress on offices, these being, it says
"the laboratory of the research mathematician". This seems an exaggeration.
European mathematicians have not been doing so badly, even though they seldom enjoy
such facilities. Even in this country, there are still many mathematicians who do
most of their work at home. Let me not, however, contest this issue. Private
offices in departmental buildings can certainly do no harm; for those who have to
live in congested quarters, or who find their family more disturbing than students
and visitors, they can do much good. PrOViding office-space requires money. Let
there be money, by all means. Money cannot create good mathematics. Wisely used in
moderate amounts, i t can help mathematics greatly. My earnest hope is that it will
be so used.
Yours sincerely,
A. Weil
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17 Maroh 1958

Dear Dr. Weill
Thank you for your note of !'larch 12th. J. word about the
cultural exohanges between the U. S. A. and the U. S. S. R. 'lbe
agreement which you mention was negotiated between Lacy and
Zaroubin, and I saw it as soon as it Vias made public. To me
also it suggested that exohanges desired by the Institute would
probably beat be dealt with through the National Academy; I
therefore at once sent the entire file of our oorrespondence
about Bogoliubov and Landau to Bronk. He told me that he hoped
to get to Moscow this spring, to speak with Neslll3"anov about the
whole program, and that he would discuss with him the Institute's
inVi ta tions. I do not know whether this plan will really be
oarried out.
Bronk wrote me saying that whereas the Aoad8lll3" would
always be glad to be helpful in arranging exchanges, he thought
it important that academic institutione issue what invitations
they wished quite on their own. Clearly he approved both the
substance and the form of what we had done.
Within a month we hope to be taking off for Europe.
With all good wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

Dr. Andre Weil
3 rue Auguste-Comte
ParilJ 6

Franoe
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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSl'IY
BALTIMORE 18, MARYLAND

March 12. 1958.

Dear Dr.Oppenheimer.
Many thanks for your kind letter. I am
sending Miss Underwood the final draft of the
letter to W.Weaver. If it does no good. it can
at least do no harm. If you have any suggestion to make about the distribution list for
copies of that letter. please give them to
Miss Underwood (Montgomery thinks that the
list should consist of Waterman. L.Cohen and
MacShane).
Kolmogoroff is in Paris now; you will see
him. as he stays until June. He seems to think
that the cornerstone for all cultural exchange
between the USA and the USSR is now the recent
official agreement. and that therefore all invitations from the USA to Russian scientists
should either be channelled through the National Academy. or at least that copies should
be sent to the Academy with some arran~ement
for the invitations to be incorporated into
the ove~all program for exchanges. I fear this
will bureaucratize the whole thing too much.
Nevertheless. it would be of definite interest
if you could get a copy of the official agreement. and also get information from the Nation.
al Academy about their views and intentions
concerning the machinery to be set up. With
this on hand. we could then discuss the matter
again with Kolmogoroff when you come to Paris.
For mathematics. I am thinking primarily of
Shafarevitch and Ladijenskaja (who. incidental.
ly. are the two Russian candidates for the
Fields medal; but I was thinking of them long
before I knew this).
With best regards
Very sincerely yours

.-4 k:£.,

.

-

A.we~
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28 February 1958

Dear Professor Weil,
Thank you for your good note, and for letting me have copies of
the draft letter to Weaver. The letter is fine, and hae caused us
much pleasure. Of course, you !mON that in all ite main pointe I
agreel and i f I
me misgivings about more or less administrative
matters-the
stance, of the National Science Foundation
to cause the
es to desist from supporting pure mathematicsthese seem qui
minor,
d there is i~ any case no reason why they
should be ren
On wha
u write.
0

I rather hope t
send the letter to Weaver. I am
sure that he will unde s and th t it is your letter, and not an
ex-pression of consensus 0
e Faculty or anybody else. I
write this despite the f
0
will have seen, or will
shortly see, from the records 0
ao meeting, there appear to
be no present plans for new .
r
vanced study in mathematics,
at Chicago or anywhere else.
0 c nfirm.ed for me by Whitney.
But such, and other, follies are recurrent.
t can do nothing but good
for Weaver to have your letter to remember.
n addition, I would not
wish to deprive him of the pleasure.
I have asked Morgan to write to yo about gas for your new
house. The company has no incentive to contribute to the construction
of a line, since there will only be a handful of houses on our land,
and beyond lie the twin deserts of Institute farm land and Battlefield
Pm. I am quite claar that if you want very much to have gas, you
should plan to have i t bottled. As of today, the Whitneys will also be
your neighbors.
Kitti}' was pleased with tile message from your wife. I f the
silences from Levy mean anything, we may indeed need help.
With all greetings,
Robert Oppenheimer
Professor AndrB Weil
3 rue Auguste-Comte
Paris 6
France
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MAX

PHILIPPSON

REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
127D AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
(RCCICEF'EL.L.ER CENTER)

NEW YORK 20. N. Y.
,JUDSON 6·0478

February 28, 1958

Institute For Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Sirs:
Please forward the enclosed letter and the attached
material by air mail to Dr. Andre Weil in Paris.
Thank you.
Sinirely yours,

to+

?Lc..l'rI.f-~

Max Philippson
MP:nb
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"Verna:
This letter will not. be mailed until we know
whether Dr. Oppenheimer approves of its contents.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRL CETON, NEW JERSEY

c c : " Dr. Oppenheimer

February 28, 1958

Professor Andr& Weil
3 rue Agguste-Comte
Paris 6 , France
Dear Andr

I

Caroline has sent you a copy of the repo
which C8Jlle out of the
Chicago conference. This report shows that any d finite idea of an institute for advanced study at Chicago has been pos p ned as far as we can
see. The princ1palinnovation agreed upon at C ago, to be recommended
to the National ec1ence Foundation, is t
s t 110n of block
ants.
That is grants for sizable SUlllS of mone in whic 0
does not indicate
in advance the specific use of the m
t rathe
he general principles
which vill govern the use of the m
our case the principal
evidence will probably be the w w
sed money in the past. At the
present time we have one contract
year with the National Science
Foundation in which we orig1
SUII of 18,000 to spend.
We have
applied for a similar con
1 of 2u,000.
e have specified
three of' the men under the
I do not be.y,J;UU:"
School of Mathemat s
ants
when block
a 8UIII to be used

"""l""P",pent time, there is anything for th
""'-:I:boVl5uestion will certainly arise, if and
ed, should th Inatitute &s a whole apply for
and uthematics jointly.

This Ileana
t
letter which you have vritt n to . ren 'eaver,
in those IIIlltters which concern an institute for advanced study at Chicago,
is unnecessary. There is one point which you raise in your letter which I
think it would be unwise for the Institute to support. That b that
Princeton University and the Institute present a joint front in their
requests for large grants. The University is far from having one mind on
the matter of contracts. There is the Tucker contingent interested in the
theory of gUles, the Tukey group which I understand gets about 100,000 a
year for various forms of applied mathematics of engineering type, the
Feller group with Feller I s interests, and final
there is the SpencerKodaira
oup. I do not believe it would be possibl for the Uni verai ty
itself to present one front, and even IIOre I believ it would be iJIposaible
for us to present one front with the University. There are also the
administrative difficulties aris
fro the fact that we cannot mix taxfree grants with salaries under contracts. The University has no such
problem and 1I0reover the University demands overhead of' the order of twice
what we have receiVed on most of its contracts.
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February 28, 1958

There may be other matters in your letter concerning which you ma;y
wish to write to Warren Weaver in the future. Iht as I see it there is no
present urgency, and it might be well for us to talk the general problem
over before any representation is made to members of the Board of the
National Science Foundation.
With best wishes to you and your family, I am /
Very truly yours,

on Morse
MMcdu
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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BAL~ORE 18.~~D

Tuesday.
Dear Dr.Oppenheimer,
I enclose a first draft of a letter to
the American Mathematical Society, concerning the American Journal, and should very
much welcome any comments and criticisms
which you might care to make. I am going to
New York to-morrow, but shall be back t4t
~~
J (I go back to France on Sunday).
I also return Bhartrhari, with many
•
thanks. I hope that some day we shall read
it together. I also enclose my obituary on
H.Weyl (Cheval ley wrote the part on continuous groups).
You will find in your mail the Chicago
proposal, and my draft letter to Kimpton.
Perhaps I may not send the latter after all;
those people seem to have sunk to such a
level of vulgarity (including many fine
points which I alone can appreciate) that
it is impossible to reach them there. But
I wonder very much whether it is advisable
that Whitney should go to their meeting next
week.
On a more practical level: I hope Morgan will talk to you about the gas situatiol
for the Maxwell Lane lots. Stromgren is alsc
much interested.
7
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4 Nov_ber

Dear'Dr. Weill
Thank you for your note of October 31st. It is
completely appropriate far you to tell the French authorities
what your salary at the InlItitute will be. We have sometimes
had to provide such information for professors in connection
wi-th their oitizenship and visa problems in this country.
It may interest you that the physicists here have
rather definitely decided to invite Bogoliubov and Landau
for as much of the next academic :lear as they could come. We
have no ill~ions as to the br:l,ght prospects of an acceptance I
but _ believe that no harm can come from our effort, and that
it may, sooner or later, contribute to closer relations. Your
colleagues in mathematics have also been discussing the problem,
but have not, I believe, yet reached a fi= decision.
It will be a very great pleaSure to welcome you here
next autumn.
Most, cordially,

Robert Oppenheimer

Dr. Andre Weil
3 rue Auguste Comte
Paris V
France

•

1951
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CROSS FEERENCE

FILE:

FACULTY----Weil, January, 1958

RE:

Proposal to establisha center for advanced study in mathematics
at the University of Chicago

LErTER DATED;

SEE:

correspondence dated January 15, 1958

INSTITUTE GENERAL----Chicago, University of
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Oc t • j 1,

1957.

Dear Dr.Oppenheimer,
A small point has arisen, in connection with which I think it
best to consult you.
As you probaely know, I am still a French citizen. ~oreover,
I am still nominally a member of the French university system. As
a consequence, I can get (for a nominal amount) the eenefits of
the French social security service when I am in France; and it has
a few other small advantages. Of course I get no salary fro~ the
French authorities.
Now it appears (as a consequence cf some ne~ regulation) that,
in order to keep this up, I am supposed to declare to the French
authorities the salary I am to get from the Institute, according
to the terms of my future contract. My question is: should I consider myself at liberty to do this? Of course, in American Universities, salaries are an open secret. Still, officially, I eelieve
that terms of appointment are suppose
to be confidential. Is there
any oejection, on the part of the Institute, to my eiving such information to the French authorities?
Yours sincerely
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17 June 1957

/

Dear Dr.

\~eill

Thank you for your latter of June 12th. ![ am glad to haw
your decision to come hare in the autumn of 1958. We will have a "ann
nlCODlll for you.
The Institnte will start making PaYments to your retirement
fund in JuJ,y of 1958. Whan I first Vl1'Ote to you, I wrote that the
Institute lIOuld contribute 5% of your r/aJ.ary aaoo year to that fund;
thiB we Ivill, of course, do. The Insti tnte may contribute more, since
the Trustees have recen~ agreed to provide total retirement benefits
of not less ti1an $10.000 a year, and to make supplementary contributions
when these are necessary.

I

I read with very great interest the notes you sent me about
your conversations with a Soviet co:q.eague. I have hIlud before of thII
major difficulV that successful scientists in Russia hold so III8l\V' jobs
that it iB almost impossible to get protracted leave. We talked a
little with Bogoliubov about the posllibiliV pf overcoming thiB difficulV. but we did not resolve it. I have not shown your notss at all
widel,y, but I myself profited very much £rom reading -them.
With all warm greetings,

Robert Oppe.nheimer

•

!rim

Dr.
~Ieil
3 rue Auguste-Cornte
Paris 68. France
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June 12, 1957.

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer,
In my letter of April 29, I indicated that I was hesitating
be ween two possible arrange ents concerning the date when I should
join the Institute; and you were good enough to tell me that both
plans would be acceptable to you.
I have now decided to send my resignation to Chicago, to take
effect on June 3 , 1958, so as to be free to take up my permanent
position at the Institute on JUly 1, 1958. This is the arrangement
for which you indicated a preference, and correspondence with
Chicago showed that it is also the most suitable one for all partie!
concerned. In all probability I shall spend the Summer quarter of
1958 in Chicago as visiting professor. In any case, I shall be in
residence in Princeton during the autumn semester of that year.
Presumably there is an established administrative routine for
transferring to the Institute the retirement fund which has accumula ted for me in Chicago since 1947. I have no dou bt a.t all tha t bott
institutions will know how to deal eqUitably with this matter; the
less I shall have to do with it personally, the happier I shall be.
Please let me know if and when you need my signature in connection
with this or other administrative matters.
With cordial regards
Very sincerely yours

,
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FOR RELEASE 9 P.M., THURSDAY, MAY 30,1957.

The Institute for Advanced Study announces the appointment of
four new members to its Faculty:

Dr. Armand Borel, Professor of

Mathematics at the Federal Institute of Technology of ZUrich;
Dr. Bengt Strllmgren, Director of the Yerkes, McDonald and Royal
Copenhagen Observatories, and Sewell Avery Distinguished Service
Professor at the University of Chicago; and Dr. Andre Weil,
Professor of Mathematics at the University of Chicago, have been
named Professors in the School of Mathematics.

Dr. Millard Meiss,

Professor of Fine Arts in the William Hayes Fogg Art Museum at
Harvard University, has been named Professor in the School of
Historical Studies.

The Institute for Advanced study
Princeton, New Jersey
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,

Deer Profesaor Well,

It a with pleuura that I can wr:I.te to TOIl tbat 1h. Truateea of
the ImUt.ute have agreed. to advance 1he age of re~nt. for _ben
of the Jaoult,y to the JUIIB 30th following their 70th birlhdq.
When you are next 1Ji Princeton, I 8hould be glad. to di8OUll8 with
you the financial proY1a1ona for re~t, 'ld11ab mq prow alight,q.are geDll'OU anei fJ.E?r1bl. tban those deacr1hecl lv 118 in ID,Y let.ter of
appoint-nt...
•
Very ainoerely,

Robert. Oppenheimer

Profes.or

ADdr8

Well

3 rue .luguate-COlIIte
Pu'1a 6e
Franoa

•
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Dear Dr. Weill

Your letter at !lq 20th arrl:ntd
lIbila Dr. Oppenhe1m.r 18 again . - y from
Princeton. th1a tiJa tor .. brief abB8IlC8
only. I know boll apprec1aUw he w1ll
be at all you have writt.n.
Sincerely 70111"8.

("n. Wilder Bobson)

8ec:rdu7 to tbe Director

Dr. Andr6

3

I'U

wen

Augute.CClIIIte

Paris 6e
FraDce
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:ay

0, 1957.

ear Dr.Oppenheimer,
Best thanks for your very
is not inappropriate for me to
friendly and warmly human tone
feren from the usua style of

kind let+er of I.ay 15. Perhaps it
say that I a.preciate very much the
of your letters, which is so difofficial correspondence.

I am happy 0 hear hat Strom~ren is also co in~ to the Ins itute. I have no tjection at al- asainst my name be nE included
in the announcement you plan to make of your recent a?~ointments,
provided of course he ann uncement is o~ the unottrusive kind
which you men ion, and provided no date is Ten~ oned or implied
for the time when ~y apcointmen wil beco~e ef~ective. I have already _nformed the University of ChicaEo of ~y inten 10n to leave
them for the Ins itute in a no d stant future. To dec de between
the two alternative plans which I mentioned to you in y let:er of
April 29 will require some further correspondence wi~h them; th s
may take time, on their part quite as much as on my own; as the
matter is not urbent anyway, this delay will, I hope, mean no inconvenience to you an= the Institute.
I promised you a report on my contacts with Professor S. from
Moscow; as to his name and personalis, I refer you to my etter of
.ay 7. There is nothin~ secret in the Whole matter, o~ course; and
I am not askinE you to keep i
confidentia, cu am leavin: i i 0
your discretion how much of this may be repeated to other people.
It ~iEht cause considerable emcarrassmen to Frof.S. if so e of
this came tack to him, .ossitly in d sorted form.
I first saw hi~ n Par_s; hen ~e went toeether to rancy, whel
both of us .ere E ving talks; then I saw hi~ repeatedly in Paris.
e were a one together on severa occasions, includinz severa
times when we were sittinE in a caf~ or restaurant. Ee talks excellent French, is in the habit of a ways tal~inE very lOUdly, and
Obvious y suffers fro~ no inhitition atou
n_ this in put c.
n 'ancy he told me(t~ s conve tion took place in a c~fe
that the Stalin regime, in his op n on, had been neces ary in order to win the war, tu had later ceased to be so, end that, i~ hi
opinion, the chan~es tha had taken p ace in Russ 3 dur nE recer"
years had teen uite a3 far-reachin~ as the char.~es i~ Folun]; &XA
i; l!I~el;.xil!ll!¥ if they do not ap::,ear as strik nE and as "revolutionar II ( his is the ~ rd he use~, iDt~r-3t DEly a JOU_ , i+ s ~ere y
tecsJse they ha~ been spread over a 10n5er ?Srio~. hen I asked
hi~ for a concrete sien for these chaneee, he an_ ered at once:
" a fact that
a~ here".
I discussed with hi~ at en_th, an~ in detai , the pos_itilities of invitin_ Russian ~athematicidns to america. I asid ~ a ,
in my opinion,
brief stay (8 few eeks mi:ht, in some cases, be
better than nothinE, but, generally speaking, "as not likely to
prove v ry useful, in view of the lanEuaee difficulty, of the difficulty of adjustinE oneself to a completely unfamiliar environment. etc.; that, accord nE to usual prac ces'~ 4~er1c3~ Vn vor-

a
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sities, 3 months should be considered as th: normal unit of ime,
and that 6 months would be bette than 3.
He was quite e~phatic in expressing his feeling that such
exchanges should be encouraged and developed in every possible way
and that scientists should do their utmost to overcome bureaucrati
obstacles on both sides. ~Vben asked whether he, personally, would
wish his own students to get opportunities of goin~ to America and
would encoura~e them to make use of such opportunities, he emphatically said lI yes ". Ee thoueht that such exchan_es should be reciprocal, and that it woulc be ~uch easier for Russian scientists
to accept invitations to ~erlca anu obtain the necesoary permissions if it was felt that Americans were interested in ~oin~ to
Russia and able to obtain permission for this.
-A detailed discussion uncovered the following obstacles in
the way of Russian ma thema ticians eoinc to America. The firs one
is of a surprisingly trivial nature; he himself. although generally speaking a fairly wel -informed person, was under the i pressior
that the fin erprinting which is part of the formalities for an
merican visa is directed specifically against Soviet citizens; he
was quite surprised when I told him that this practice, however
objectionable it may be in some respects, is in no way discriminatory, and applies equally to the whole wor d. I suggest that, whenever an invitation ia sent to a Russian, it should be specifically
mentioned that the fineerprinting implies no aiscrimination alainst
them and that all forei.n scientists who ~o to America have to submit to it.
The second difficulty is serious. According to him, the vast
majority of scientists in Rusaia have, in addition to their regu ar teaching, various subsidiary duties (administrative, or
teachine in a military academy, etc. from which it is exceedinEly
difficult to ge away for more than a very brief period. :e himseU
had come to France for one ~onth, but, being the head o~ a department ("1e chef d'une chaire", according to the quaint phrase he
used, his was the utmost that he could do. This, he says, applie
also to the younger people, as soon as they get into any kind of
job. We discussed the matter in terms of specif~c cases; he mentioned several mathematicians who might be able to get xx away relatively easily, as well as others who would be quite unable 0
do so. I got the general impression, however, that the most promis ng field for invitations might be with the very young peop e those who are about to comp ete their studies, have engaged in research lone enough to make the invitation profitable, but have not
yet an official pOSition. The problem there 1s of course that such
young men have no publications to their credit, or not enough to
make it possible to jUd_e their qualifications; in such cases, one
~ould have to 'epend Wholly upon the jUdgment of thei
Russian
teachers. s to this, S. was very e~phatic in assuring me that,
i~ he or any of the best-known of his ~oscow colleaeues were consulte, hey would eive opinions which ~ould be entirely free from
any political bias. He expressed hi~Eelf in such a way that I ~eel
sure of his tein~ sincere. fe said, in fact, that this would be
(so far as he knew equall
rue in such subjects as physics and
c~~~ s~ry;
e a so sa d :hat ~e ~ou
no~ te s
sur~, 2~O~ ~O~f

-

-
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-3aeou the =iologi~ 1 sciences, a 'hough the situation t~ere had
iT-proved a 5res~ dea .
The last difficulty i3 the ~aBsport and visa orocleffi. It ~as
his feel ng that the difficulty on the Russian si~e ~as not too
serious any more, ano that the situation was such that ooe can
no~ s'a t work'n_ on specific cases with real chances of success.
In vie~ of ~is positior. and general s an~io_, I have ittle 'outt
that he knows wha he is talkin~ atout.
10 view of your recent ette~, I think I sha _ tr. 0 arrange
to EO to .'(!lSCO some ti'llE' durinE th_ co::: 0::: year, ar.d s')1i1 certainl explore the matter further. If I ZO, this wil te an exce lent opportun ty for d scussinE concrete cases. I shall keep n
mind the case of 30g01 ubov, whom I rememter weI froT my earl er
visit to 'oscow in 1935 (he and I were qu_te youn~ a~ tha~ ti~e .
Very sincere y yours

.. ,e11
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Dear Professor Weill
This will be in answer to your two letters of April 29th
and Mq 7th. It should atart by repeating how very w ~ pleased we
are at your de sion. It may be of interest to you that your colleague
in Chicago,
S
n, has just accepted a Professorship here.
We have made 0 e othe
ppointment in the last onths, Millard Meiss
of Harvard.
muld
namral. for us to
e an unobtrusive
announcement 0
e a
ents in the near future, and unless we
hear that this wo
c
0 lema for you, we shall probably do
that.
I hope
t
swering your letter of April
29th will not prove tro
e of the alternati ves you
auggest seems quite aceeptabl
l'l/i'OtUd refer it i f you could take
up your permanent position
a t
oar date; and I feel
fairly sure that those ho will be
m at closely vi. th you
would share this preference.
Professe
at the Institute
ecture during
the period from early April to October, r the shorter period around
the New Year, .men we are not in session. Yang and Whitney are now
in Paris; Dyson on his wq to Berkeley; and r myself have just returned
fro Harvard. I think myself that these connections with colleagues
and advanced students at other universities are a ost heal thy thing,
and would wish to encourage them. No qU'stion has ever arisen about
the appropriateness of being paid for such visits to other universities,
or institutions, or laboratories, or seats of learning. The on:l3 rule
that we try to keep is that if' a man accepts an invitation .mich
keeps him awq from the Institute during a
jor part of our semesters,
then he must be paid by those vtlo invite him, and not by the Institute.
If you were to teach in the su:Ill!ler of 1958 at the University of Chicago,
that would in no wq affect the salary the Institute would start pqing
you as of July 1st, 1958. It is impossible for me to judge, since I
do not know the details of your arrangements at Chicago, whether this
solution would be as satisfactory financially as coming here with a
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temporary membership in the fall of 1958. I am sure that fthatever
decision you make on the matter will be intelligible and acceptable
to all concerned.
With regard to the questions you raise in your letter of
May 7th, I write with equal interest, but less t.thorit;y. I t is true
that Dyson and Pais went to Moscow .f.'rom here a y,ar ago, Dyson as a
national of the United Kingdom, and Pais as a oi"mer Dutch national
n
a United States citizen. They went~{b
up of Americans who
had the support and help of the Natto~ciell
undation, an agency
of the Federal Government. I think
migllt
gone even without
this reasourance. In fact, their
it
the U.S.S.R. was welcomed
by t:l&lly
encies of the Governme ./'

v/

This autumn, ancj,...~ ~ after the strug e in Hungary,
our Government reconsiderecY'j,;l;a- 0 ~ 'affirmative attitude toward
scientific exchanges, and t 6- a
I dbrcouraged them.
I understand,
but I have not seen the 0 ~Cial
rs, that the various departments
have now agreed that such dnest
hanges are indeed to be fostered
on a more or l e s s m ic
• We had renewed pennission to invite
Soviet plVsicist
a con ess in Rochester this April; Francis Low,
pb,ysi
t, is in Moscow now tor a two-week visit;
a young theoreti
others are plann
to
Thus it seems to e that your going to
Moscow would be c s
n1.th the general views that the Govennnent
has adopted as to th
sirabilit;y of such visitll.
Clearly, if your visit \\'ere exploited by the Soviet
Government for political purposes, or i f you were quoted, or misquoted,
in a way which seemed to advance those purposes, this would be a
disturbing
tter, and the immigration authorities migiit give weigllt
to it. From all I can learn from those who have visited the U.S.S.R.
in the last year or so, and from the behaviour of Soviet scientists
in this country, I would have no reason to believe that such a
developnent was at all probable; but in aI\Y case I would assume that
you would mow how to reduce its probabilit;y. I therefore hope that
you will not be discouraged from going to Russia, i f in other ways
the visit looks interesting and profitable. I would think that aI\Y
help that the Air Force might give you in carrying out the visit would
be a further insurance against possible . givings on the part of the
immigration authorities. Perhaps they could fly you to Helsinki or
Berlin.
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To come to your last point,
"ould be very
atef'ul for
a report on your conversations with Professor Sobolev, and for learning
later of your explorations in Moscow. If you should chance to encounter
Bogoliubov, "ho has turned his talents in analysis to problems in
theoretical p~sics, perhaps you could explore with him whether a longer
visit to this country, and specifically to the
titute, tIIOuld be of
interest to him, and might be possible.
With all &000 wishes,

/

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor Andr~ Weil
3 rue August-Comte
Paris 6e
France
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Dear Dr.Oppenheimer:
The purpose of this letter is 0 ask for your advice in a
matter which has no connection with or recent correspondence, except that it would have been more natural and proper for me to ~sk
the advice of the University of Chicago if I had not now the prospect of joining the Faculty of the Institute in a not distant future •
Recently Prof.S.Sobolev, from Moscow, came to give a course
of lectures at the College de France in Paris, chiefly on the invitation of our colleague Prof.Leray. Prof.Sobolev is one XftB of
the best-known ~athematici8ns working in the field of partial differential equations, and has a rather high position, I believe, in
the Soviet mathematical world; he has had a Stalin prize. Incidentally, he is a party member. I had known him rather well in 1935,
When I visited Moscow on the occasion of the topological conferenc
and had much pleasure in renewing our old acquaintance. He speaks
excellent French, is a definite extrovert, and I found him fairly
outspoken in many matters.
He insisted very much that I should co~e to ¥.oscow for a visit
during the coming year, and gave me every assurance that he could
arrange for this fairly easily on the Russian side. I am still a
French citizen; my status in the U.S.A. is that of a permanent
resident; I am now in France on a re-entry per~it. The question is:
is it possible that I might jeopardize my resident status in the
U.S.A. by accepting an invitation to the USSR? If I make enquiries
fro~ official quarters, they will of course tell me what the law
is in this matter, viz., that no assurance can be given to me beforehand that I shall be admitted on coming back, and that the matter will lie Wholly with the Immigration authorities at the time o~
my coming back. Sucn answers, of course, cannot help me. I believe
that Dyson had a si~ilar problem some time ago; you may know how
he solved it, whether by just risking it, or by getting some kind
of unofficial green light. I should appreciate it very much if you
could let me have any information or advice which might help me in
this matter. Incidentally, I had an opportunity, recently, of
talking to the man in charge of the mathematics research program
of the Airforce, and he assured me that they would not have the
slightes objection to my making a trip to Moscow during the period
of ~y contract with them, provided I informed them beforehand. But
of course he could not speak for the Im~igration authorities.
I took the occasion of my cohtacts with Prof.Sobolev to discuss at leng~h the possibilities for inviting Soviet mathematicians
to the U.S.A., and I got some very interesting and quite concrete
information on the SUbject, much of Which was quite new, at least
to me. If you wish, I could send you a brief report on these conv~rsations. Of course, if I went to Moscow, I should take this 00portunity for exploring the matter further.
~ /
, L/
Very sincerely yours
.---r """""""""--'--:7 A.WeH
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Dear Dr. WeUs
Aa you kr.0If. Dr. Oppenbeiaer 18 at
lIarYard to pve the W1111s" J _ leeturea. I ha.... told hbl by telepbone of
your letter of AprU 29th. and he hu
aalald _ toO let ;you kr,OIf that. he and hU
collU&UM azoe all de11 ghte by your dec1a1on. Dr. Oppenheiaer vUl be back in
about t«l dQ'a and vUl be vr1ting to you
then aboUt the ~t1.onal ;rou rai...

Sincerely yours.

()'~. W1.lder

Hobeon)

Secretary to the Director
Dr• .lr~ WeU

J

1'I1e A~t. COlIlt.

Paria (6-)

France

•

-
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April 29, 1957.

Dear Dr.Oppenheimer,
Many thanks for your kind letter. In the meanwhile, I have
also received very kind and encouraging letters from Prof.¥orse and
Borel, in addition to the one from Montgomery; and I have had time
to give further consideration to your offer.
I have now made up my mind to accep' that offer. The only
point about which I am still in dOUbt is when to Join the Institute.
As I told you, I wish to stay in Faris for the duration of my contract with the Airforce, which runs until June 30, 195e. This would
leave me free to go to Princeton in the Fall of next year, with my
appointment starting, as you suggest, from July I, 1958, unless it
should appear desirable for me to do another year's teaching in
Chicago, after my year's leave of absence, in which case my Princeton appointment could be effective only on July I, 1959. As to
this, I have one basic question to ask, and a few remarks to make.
The basic question concerns the Institute's policy in the matter of remuneration for occasional visiting appointments, and in
particular Summer teaching. Is it always permissible for a professor at the Institute to accept such invitations, provided of course
his basic obligations to the Institute are not affected thereby?
Concretely, the question arises in my case in the following manner.
Chicago has expressed a definite interest in my teaching there, if
not for one year. at least for one quarter (i.e., the Summer quarter 1958) after my year's leave. This might be financially quite
attractive for me if it is arranged as a visiting appointment in
Chicago for the Summer quarter of 1958. on the assumption that my
appointment with the Institute would have started on July 1. Would
there be any objection to this on the part of the Institute?
On the other hand, it might be found convenient, to the University of Chicago and to myself, to have my appoi~tment there continued until June 30, 1959. Would the Institute be willing. in that
case, to go back, for that year, to the arrangement which had been
discussed in our correspondence of last February. viz •• to have me
come to Princeton. as a member. for the Fall term of 1958 (Which
would be my quarter off residence in Chicago for that year) ? I con·
fess that the main incentive for me in such an arrangement would be
practical and financial (it would be particularly advantageous if
it is true that a member's stipend at the Institute is free from
income-tax). But, with the prospect of having to bUy a house in
Princeton. I may be forgiven if I am anxious to strengthen my financial reserves, even at the cost of some little inconvenience to
myself. At the same time, since there is no chance of a qUick solution to the housing uroblem in Princeton, and since I shall have
to leave my_furniture in storage for about a year anyway, it would
not make very much difference to me to spend most of that transitional period at one place rather than at the other. But I do not
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know whether you w1ll cons1der th1s scheme to be at all feas1ble.
In any case, I should very much apprec1ate your adv1ce 1n these
matters.
I need not, I am sure, spend many words 1n assur1ng you that
I greatly apprec1ate the honor done to me by the Inst1tute, and
that I am very much look1ng forward to the t1me when I shall jo1n
1t permanently. I should be grateful 1f you would k1ndly convey
the express10n of hese feel1ngs to your Faculty and Board of Trustees.

Va,y

"n,a",~~
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Dear Dr. Weill
Thank you for your letter of April 9th. It came while I was
lectJ.ring at Harvard, and this is the first opportunity that I have had
to respond. First, let me say that fie have no reason to press you
either as to the date at which you uke your ecision whether to come to
the Institute, nor
the Cate at which you actuallJ' take up residence
here. These are
ich we would like you to settle in your own
way, and in yo
If you can be in residence for the autumn
semester, it i'IO
na
al for you to ass .e your profes orship on
the JulY 1st of
rrespg
year; i f you can be in resi "ence for a
spring Gamester,
be the appropriate time; but these
arrangements, though the
are not necessary.

Iou are right that
time all professors at the
!nati tute hIlV8 the same SlCl.l;.n'...JIHt1,):1~~ e privileges. It has not
always been so. It is my strong es
my intention, to keep it
so in the future; but I cannot u
fo
of a promise binding
the Institute forever.
The housing situation in Princeton is
ed complex. We are now
buU.ding about one hundred units that should e Sill
e, and even
rather pleasant, for temporary members.
t s
t they are for; they
are not suitable for permanent occupancy,
are not intended for that,
and can be made available to permanent embers of the Institute, or to
Facul1;y, onlJ' on an occasional or an emergency basis. I 8lIl sure, for
instance, that i f you wished for the first semester or year here to
live in one of these units, that would be possible; but in the end you
would have to find another solution.
The Institute has in the past given mortgages to Facul1<f me bers
desiring to buy their own ho es. The tenns are generous: the ortgages
cover up to 6cIf. of the value of the property; interest is at 1$, and
amortization on a relatively long tem. All such arrangements are negotiated individuallJ', but we have never in the past had an:r difficulty.
In the second place, the Institute has recentlJ' adopted a new policy
permitting the sale to a Facul1;y member of such homes as i t has, at as
little as two thirds of their appraised value. '!be reason is that real
estate in
is part of the country, and of this town, is quite expensive.
We have a complex, but I believe quite just, arrangement for recapturing
such homes when the professor is through with them. At the present
moment, the only house we have is one given us some years back by Veblen.
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There are one or t!lO other possibilities that ~ become real within the
next year. Finally, the Institute has some extremely pleasant land on
"hich houses can be built. We have in the pest made this land available
at "ell below the market price, and provided a mortgage for the man who
wants to build along the lines outlined above. In exchange for this, we
ask for first option to repurchase.
It seems to me unlikely that, even with thi~licit discussion,
the problem of finding a suitable ho
can be sol d on paper. I do not
believe that the proble!ll of housing, fo=idable th ugh it is, should in
any important "ay affect your decision. It has ne
for long defeated
or blunted anyone who has come he
L..-_ _
Four further points: The Trustec,iia
recent
extended the
retirement age for the Faculty to sev~nt;r,
are developing a somewhat
t ou~ed to you in II\Y letter of
more generous pension policy than
~rll~.

~/.

It has not in the past fl~ Pi ~ of the Institute to. pa;y for
moving furniture; i t was not Ojhe in V case, nor in the cases of more
than a dozc:l men who have sin ~, co~ fJ:J oin the Facul t;y. Recently we
did have a request for
h
,-betlause of special hardship. The
Facul ty of the School
ved
"riling to divert a small part of its
stipend funds for th s purposp>. and I was authorized by the Trustees not
only in this case, b
in 0~1/ of genuine hardship, to approve such
diversion. I do not
~
at extent this meets your question.
Bot,p Whitney and Yang \"Iill be irl Paris this spring, Whitney at the
College de France, and Yang, at least in part, at the Centre "ational de
la Recherche Scientifique. Both, I know, would be pleased to talk with
you about your
ture and ours.
Last year it seemed desirable to think in relatively concrete terms
about the near future of this institution, and also to bring into so ewhat closer cOlll!llOn lmowledge a few of the Trustees and members of the
Faculty. The re ult is an internal report on our problems, which is not
intended for wider circulation, and "hich "e are sending you under
separate cover, only in the hope that it may clarii'y for you some of the
few points that are reasonably clear to us.
Very sincerely,
Robert Oppenheimer
Dr. Andre Weil

3 rue Auguste Comte
Paris 6e
France
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Thank you for your etter of April 9th. It came while
I was lecturing at harvard,
d this is the first opportunity that
I have had to respond. Fir , let me say that we have no reason to
press you either as to the ate at which you make your decision
whether to come to the Ins itute, nor as to the date at which you
actually take up residenc here. These are matters which we would
like you to settle in yo
own VIa;{, and in your own time. If you
can be in residence for he autu!nn semester, it woulJ be natural
for you to asmme your rofessorship on the July 1st d: the corresponding year; if you c
be in residence for a spring semester,
January 1st would be
appropriate time; but these arrangements,
though the simplest,
not necessary.
You are ight that at the present time all professors
at the Institute h e the same salary and the same privileges. It
has not always bee so. It is my strong desire, and my intention,
to keep it so in
e future; but I cannot put this in the form of a
promise binding
e Institute forever.
The ousing situation in Princeton is indeed complex.
'de are now building about one hundred units that should be suitable,
and even rather pleasant, for temporary members. That is what they
are for; th~yare not suitable for pernanent occupancy, and are not
intended for hat, and can be made available to permanent members
of the Inst· ute, or to Faculty, only on an occasional or an'
,
basis. I
sure, for instance, that i f you wished for the first
semester or year here to live in one of these units, that would be
possible~ but in the end you would have to find another solution.
trThe Institute has in the past given mortgages to Faculty members
desiring to buy their ooom homes. The terms are generous: the
Dortgages cover up to 6~ of the value of the property; interest is
at 4%, and amortization on a relatively long term. All such
arrangements are negotiated individually, but we have never in the
past had any difficulty. In the second place, the Institute has
recently adopted a new policy permitting the sal
f such homes as
it hasJat~as little as two thirds of their appraised value to a

~"""~
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Faculty memberj
he reason is
t real estate in this part of
the country, and
is town, is
ite expensive. We have a complex,
but I believe~quite just, arr
ement for recapturing such homes
when the professor is through "th them. At the present moment,
the only house we have is one given us some years back by Veblen.
There are one or two other
ssibilities that may become real
within the next year. Fin
y, the Institute has some extremely
pleasant land on which hou es can be built. We have in the past
made this land available a well below the ~arket price, and
provided a mortgage for th man who wants to build along the lines
outlined above. In exch
e for this, we ask for first option to
<fir repurchase:-5!-t seems to e unlikely that, even with this explicit
I' discussion, the problem 0' finding a suitable home can be solved
on paper. I do not belie e that the problem of housing, formidable
though it is, should in
important way affect your decision. It
has never for long de~ d or blunted anyone who has come here.

~l

ints:
has not in the past been the
policy of the Institute to pay" or Ir.oving furniture; it was not done
in my case, nor in the ase~ of more than a dozen men who have
since come to join the Faculty. Recently we did have a request for
such help, because of special ardship. The Faculty of the School
involved was willing 0 divert a small part of its stipend funds
for this purpose,
I was authorized by the Trustees not only
in t is case, but
others of genuine hardship, to approve such
diversion. I do
t know to vhat extent this meets your question.
Both
ang will be in Paris this spring,
Whitney at the ollege de Fr ce, and Yang, at least in part, t~"=,,,,",
the Centre Hat" nal de la R cherche Scientifique. Both, I know,
would be pleas d to talk wi h you about your future and ours.
La t year it se ed desirable to think in relatively
concrete te
about the n ar future of this institution, and also
to bring into somemat cl er co~~on knowledge a few of the Trustees
and members of the Facul
The result is an internal report on
our problems, which is no intended for wider circulation, ""'which we
are s
"
you under sep ate cover, only in the hope that it may
clari
some of the few
ints that are reasonably clear to us.
f..
Very sincerely,

Dr. Andre "I ell

3 rue Auouste Comte
Paris 6e
France
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April 9, 1957.

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer,
The offer of a professorship at the Institute is indeed an
honor, and I appreciate it all the more in view of the very kind
and flattering words with which you have accompanied it. I am also
very grateful to Prof.Montgo~ery for his letter, which came in JUS
after yours.
There is no doubt in my mind that your offer is a very tempting one. At the same time, this is a serious decision for me to
make, since it will undoubtedly affect the remainder of my scientific life; and I am sure that you do not wish me to make it hurriedly.
Your letter rrcentions a "descriptive booklet" about the Institute, which was to be enclosed in it. This was accidentally omitted. I doubt, however, whether there is much in it which I do not
know already. It is true that for a long time, and until my recent
stop in Princeton, I have had few opportunities of visiting the
Institute; but, through my friends and colleagues who have been
there, both in a permanent and in a temporary capacity, I have
kept fairly well infor~ed of its mode of operation and scientific
activities. and have no doubt at all that it is the kind of institution where I could find congenial surroundings and full Bcope
for my scientific work.
The questions which arise in my mind, and an answer to which
could assist me in making a final decision, are therefore of a
more practical nature. In the first place, your letter suggests
that the position of all professors at the Institute is the same
in every respect, inclUding salary. May I assume that this is so ?
If this is a fact (and I, for one, would heartily approve of such
a policy), this would of course dispense me from raising any further question in this connection. Also. I should certainly welcome
some information concerning the housing problem in Princeton. During my recent visit there, I gathered that the Institute was
building apartments, which promised to be very satisfactory in
every respect; but, as I was not then aware that I might be interested in this on more than a short-range basis, I did not ask for
any details, either concer~ing the general type or types of apartments to be maae available to the Faculty, or concerning the rents.
Now that the matter has become important to me and to my fa~ily,
I should appreciate any information that you could send me on the
subject. At the same time, it might conceivably become, if not necessary, at any rate convenient for me to bUy a house in or around
Princeton. In such a case, could I hope to get some financial assistance from the Institute to enable me to do so ?
If I decide to accept your offer. the question of timing will
also arise. As you know, I have been given an Airforce contract,
for the period from July 1. 1957, to June 30, 1958, during which
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pericd I am to stay in ~urope, mostly in Paris. I should be most
reluctant to ~ive up this plan; nor do I ima~ine that you would
wish me to do so. But of course the contract was ~ranted to me
through the agency of the University of Chicago. The matter may
therefore require some administrative adjustment; and you would
help me by lettin~ me know your views about it.
There is a minor item of a practical nature, concernin~ the
of my furniture (which I have left in storage in Chicago)
from Chicago to Princeton, in case I accept your offer. Is it ri~ht
for me to assume that in this case I should be entitled to some
compensation from the Institute for such expenses?

movin~

If further questions should arise in my mind, I shall make
free to write you a~ain, or to ~ather information from my friends
who are now on your Faculty. I understand that Prof.Whitney is expected in Paris quite soon, and this will undoubtedly ~ive an opportunity for further talks on the sUbject. But it is not my intention to procrastinate, and I expect to be able to make a decision
fairly soon.
Very sincerely yours

~~'
A.Weil /
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Dear Dr.

April 19.57

ell I

a great b or. to otter yo a
_I.ic. at
Ir..tituu tor AdYanc
expre8.
e ea ••t de.tre. ot 70ur coUnCIl"
ard th. cord1a1. bope. ot it.
.t....

tjlliJlcl;IObo1 ot

It 1a pe
~inJ~ that I write to you bri.fly about wbat
appain e 1. m.ean., . , 1.
.titute u not :In all reepect. 11k. a
ur.1v.rdtr. a
70 u:r n I. kr~ i
va78 0
.te17.
e ot 70ur queatio~s lIq be
. . . ed by
81_
.ecr1pt1v. bookl.et that I .oloa.l
eCllll. I .hould att.-pt to
e!.er. I . . clear that in eo
do1.ng I ehall not auwer all
I. 1.
be
rtant to 7OU. and
I woUl.d . .lccee a oppo
it7.
.r correepo
nce or
consUl.tation. to tell you lIhat

tnu

J.. Protuaorte utiee at the Inatitut
rvolv•• 1l'I the first inet&l'!ce. oDly the pro ecuUo ot hie
0
collaboratlor- with
coU.. .. here and
bout the world ae
• Apart t
thie. . . a
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cUl.t7. we would
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uai.t in the selectio of m-mera in 8th_tice an related subjects.
in the conaideraU
ot all additio .. to the FacUl.t7. and all appointaente witb 10
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grant a 1 v. ot
absenc••
As a Professor at
• Institut•• ;your ealar7 'lIOuld be 18.000 a
7-1'. You would have availabl. a fI1nd tor acholar17 aestatarce, should
you cot require an aell1atant. the 1IlO •.,.. so
.ted IIlI7 be Ulled by yo a.
a gran tor a
I' in wose worlc ,"OU are inteTeS
• M
r. of
•
FacUl.ty have
allOllallC8 ot a tboue
dollar. a :rear for travel for
prof.ssional purpo."l tbie ill CUIIUlativ. up to a total of jJ.OOO.
I.
pres.nt,
• ag. of ret
t tor
activ. prof'...oreh1p.-u a Prof.nor
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON,

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

NEW JERSEY

March 7, 1957

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Dear Robert:
Andre Weil' s visit here was most successful. He gave an
excellent lecture and seemingly had a good time. He said to
Selberg, Montgomery and me that he would like to come here for the
first term of 1958. I assured him that this was much to our
liking. He said he had the problem of making arrangements .'lith
the Univar"ity of Chicago. By the time that 1958 comes around it
is most likely that he ,doll have received our invitation to become
professor. However, I told him that I would report his decision
to you and stated that without doubt you would ~r.ri te r.im exnressing
your gratification.

It seems to me that this would be in order so that be may
proceed with his arrangements with Chicago with assurance that
everything is all right.
Sincerely yours,

ltt~~.
Marston Morse

MMcdu
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February 8, 1957

Professor Armand Borel
Department of ~lathemat1cs
Swi.ss
Federal Institute of Technology
n
Ziirich, Switzerland
Dear Armand,
, it here for a teI'JII next
already arranged to
ted hila to come for a
ebruary 28 and
ve a
'cOiIT'hflOndence led us to consider
gILnlllllg in 1958
after disc1anB here and Oppenheimer are

The first

oint Eeting with the physicists followed
eks apart of the entire faculty. The final
sta would be at the
ng of the board of trustees in April. If you
care to send along your views on this matter I am sure they would be
gratefully received. All of this of co
e is confidential.

by two meetings a co

There has been no rurther news 0 your visa and in about a
week I'll try soma I:lOre prodding i f nothing has been heard before.
Sincerely yours,

Deane MontgOlllery
II!ljs

cc:

Mrs. Hobson
Miss Underwood
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVA

CED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

..

February 4, 1957

Dear Colleagues:
The following revision to our minutes .;ill be made,
i f you approve:

118. It was agreed that Dr. ~pe
er should write to
Weil expressing the hope that Iveil would
sit the Institute
when he is passing through on the way to •
order that the
Director and the mathematicians could
about the future.
It was understood that he would b ~ '
~ to spe
either of the
terms of 1958-59 at the Institute
Ire lfound convenient. Professor
Morse will answer the letter to
Illy in the same sense."
Andr~

.\th....
Marston Morse
Approve
Professo
Glldel
Montgomery

~penheimer
Selberg
Whitney
Please return to Miss Underwood.

Disapprove
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,/
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO 37· ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Feb. , 1957.

I

r .R.Oppenhe 1mer
Director,
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, .'.J.
De~r

Dr.Oppenhe1mer:

any thanks for your kin letter of Feb.1. Actually, I shall
be sailing for France, not in the Summer as you seem to have assumed, cut on March 2. It would be quite an easy matter for me to
stop in Princeton for a day
say, on Feb.2€ - and, if you
wish, give a talk at the Institute. I have to be in -ew York in
the morning of March 1; but I could easily arrange to leave here
on Feb.27.
Very sincerely yours
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THE

INSTITUTE FOR
PRINCETON,

ADVANCED

STUDY

NEW .JERSEY

March 11, 1957

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Insti tu te for Advanced Study
Dear Robert:
A letter from Chern was obtained by me without authorization
from the School because I was curious to hear an explanation of
some of the reports from Chern.
The principle which I think should be followed in this matter
of gathering letters as credentials is that those letters should be
put into the credential summary which have been authorized by the
School as a whole. If one admitted every letter which every individual
might write, one would get a very distorted conception of the candidate.
Such a distortion would have been obtained i f I had written, for
example, to Lerayor to Chandrasekharan.

Very truly yours,

Marston Morse
MMcdu
Enclosure
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THE

I

STITUTE FOR
PRINCETON,

ADVA

NEW

CED

STUDY

JERSEY

OFnCE OF TH.E DIRECTOR

28 March 1957

Memorandum to the Board of Trustees of the Institute:
At a meeting of the School of Mathematics on March 11th, the pure
mathematicians proposed the election of Andre Weil to a professorship
in the School of Mathematics. After detailed discussion, this nomination was unanimously forwarded by those attending the meeting to the
Faculty of the Institute. It was presented to the FaCUlty at their
meeting of March 12th, 1957, at which time there was extended discussion
of Weil' s mathematical achievements, his cultural interests, some
episodes in his history, and his qualities as a man. The matter lay
over with the Faculty until its meeting of March 28th, 1957, when the
nomination was approved without dissent by the Faculty. I am therefore
transmitting it, and the accompanying documents, to you for consideration
at our meeting of April 4th. If you are able to reach a conclusion at
that time, there would be some advantages in not postponing action until
the autumn.
I shall want to discuss this appointment with you at the time of
our meeting, since there are some aspects of it that have been fully
considered by the Faculty, but are not adequately reflected in the
papers that I am transmitting. We have included Andre '''eil's article
"Science Fran<;:aise?" in order to give you an impression of Weil' s
style when he is writing on lay matters.

Robert Oppenheimer

attachments
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

cc:,,;c. Oppenheimer

Chicago 37 • Illinois
Depar"bnent of Mathematics
March 1, 1957

Professor Marston Morse
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N. J.
Dear Professor Morse:
I am deeply appreciative in

con.t:..idence in

De

in asking my opinion about Andre Weil, now un l!l{" 'xour considera-

tion for a professorship at the In
As
u would perhaps
agree, he should be considered a r~ of the greatest living
mathematicians. In regard to' ~est ~ achievements in a
large variety of mathematical f
Cia, e is perhaps surpassed
by none. Being a close fri
. s, I have always found him
mathematically very stimu ~

e~utatio

Weil has the
)of being hard to ge.t along
with. I do not know whe er ij, s partly a misinterpretation
of his uncompromi~tti ud.ec Jo1ith regard to quality and
significance of kn;;-matical work. He has definite opinions
about mathemati sL~ which I am in general agreement. He does
have the habit
":I:'ress his opinions openly, and sOMetimes
was not able to a 1 be'
personal.
Weil is a good organizer. I think he was responsible
more than anybody else for the success of the Bourbaki group.
If he joins the Institute, he most likely will have ideas about
its activities. On practical matters he will be insistent, but
my experience has shown him to be generally reasonable.
I will certainly hate to lose him as a colleagues.

MY disappointment will be more than balanced, if he finds himself
happier at the Institute and if his talents will be better
utilized with you. With best regards, also to Deane,
Sincerely yours
/s/

S. S. Chern
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COP Y

COP Y
ECOIE POLYTEcmmUE FEDERALE

Mathematiques Superieures
Zurich, le March 1st 1957
Prof. Dr. Armand Borel

On Andre Weil,
Andre Heil's

"ryers 'tre distinguished by their depth and their

universali ty, pertaining notably to number theory, algebraic geometry,
al<sebraic topology, differential geometry, Lie groups, function theory
of several complex variables.

Many of them are important not only by the

results they bring but also by their influence on the subsequent development of the subjects they concern.
But, as import'lnt as they are, these papers do not give a full
account of the importance of 'feil l s role in mathema tics.

His excep-

tionally Hide kno rledge of me.theJ1l?tics and strong insight have often
allowed him to point out deep connections and make suggestions Hhich
have led several mathematicians to very fruitful lines of research;
being one of the rare persons ,mo can see mathematics as a whole, he
has contributed signific'lntly to the trend toHards unification ,iliich
has been so stron IV felt these last
p'lpers as by '1is

su~gestions

eors, and this as \ell by his

or b,r the ,rork of the

~roup

Bourbaki,

where he has been one of the main influences.
To summarize, A. Weil is an outst'lnding mathematician both as a researcher and as a leader; this, in my opinion, makes him particularly
well qualified to be a Professor 'lt the Institute.

I hope very much

that he will be offered such a position and will accept it.
/s/ A. Borel
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COP Y

COP Y

HAr.VAFD illTIVEF SITY
Cambridge 38, Hass.
Department of
ila thematics

l'!arch 1, 19$7

Professor Deane Hontgomery
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, Neli Jersey
Dear !10ntgomery:

Andre Weil is one of the most eminent mathematicians
of our time. I do not usually like to use the word
brilliant, but I feel that it applies to him. Weil's
Hork ranks amongst the most fundamental and important done
in this country. He is one of the extremely fe~1 persons
who is a mathematician and not a specialist in one of the
fields of mathematics. As a Professor at the Institute,
he could have a tremendous influence on the development
and growth of mathematics. I feel t.at Weil is the man
for the Institute and that the Institute is the place for
Weil.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Richard
Richard Brauer
Professor of j'lathematics
RB:mh
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COP Y

COP Y

,
COLLEGE
de

Paris, le Feb.

27, 1957

FRANCE

, Chaire , ,
D'Algebre et Geometrie
Dear Professor Montgomery,
I am very glad to hear that you and your colleagues are wishing
to have the Institute offer a professorship to Andre WElL.
I think this is an excellent choice, the best you could make.
Like most of the mathematicians of my generation (and of the preceding one too), I have the greatest admiration for- the scientific
work of Andre WElL; I even believe that, among the living mathematicians (in all branches of mathematics), he has no superior, if
any equal, No other seems to me to have the same global (and yet
so deep) insight of mathematics, the same rare combination of
creative imagination and of "brute force". It iould be useless
to try to list here his main contributions. Let me quote only
his thesis, his book on locally compact Groups, the "Foundations",
his papers on class field theory, on complex multiplication, his
proof of the Artin-F.~emann conjecture for function fields of one
variable. These are all contributions of fundamental importance,
which have opened up new and ver-y promising fields of research;
to give a personal example, I know nothing in mathematics mor-e
exciting than \olEIL's results and conjectures connecting the zeta
function of algebraic varieties Hi th topological properties of
these varieties.
It would also be good to quote other contributions of \olElL
(to topology, functions of several complex variables, etc), to
say sometping about his influence on the mathematical schools of
several countries (Japan, and also the U.S. and France), but
you know all that better than I do. I hope what I h~ve said is
enough to express my admiration for him; he certainly is the best
successor the Institute could give to C.L.Siegel and H.Weyl.
With best regards
/s/ J-P. Serre
Jean-Pierre SERRE
,
Professor at the College de France
39, Boulevard de la Chapelle
PARIS, 10.
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COP Y

COP Y

March 6, 1957

Dear Deane:
I am very enthusiastic about the idea of appointing
AndreWeil to a position at the Institute, and I cannot think
of a more appropriate choice. Like most mathematicians of my
generation, I have a great admiration for Weil's work and for
his masterful command of the main streams of ma thema tical
thought. I believe that there is almost unanimous agreement
among the mathematicians of today that Weil's work has had
a profound influence on the growth of at least all of the
following: the theory of topological groups, algebraic nwnber
theory, and algebraic geoJretry.
It should perhaps be pointed out also that the inspiration and training of many of the younger mathematicians in
France can be traced back to 'Jeil, 'ria Bourbaki. In particular,
it was chiefly I·Teil (during the early 1930's) NI10 directed the
attention of his colleagues in France to modern algebra, and
who thus primed the development of the algebraic methods that
have been so spectacularly successful in almost all branches
of modern mathematics.
Although of at most secondary importance, it may be
of interest that Weil's intellectual and cultural interests
range also outside the field of mathematics. For instance, he
has considerable facility with classical and ancient languages,
such as Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. In part, this is in evidence
in his work on the history of mathematics.
There can be no doubt that Weil Hould have a profoundly
constructive influence on the mathematical life at the Institute,
and that he "ould greatly contribute tol"ard enhancing the position of the School of Mathematics of the Institute as one of the
chief focal points of mathematical research.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Gerhard
G. Hochschild
(Professor of lathematics at the
University of Illinois. Currently
a Guggenheim fellow and Jrember of
the Institute.)
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THE

INSTITUTE

FOR

ADVANCED

ST DY

PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY

Aarch 6, 1957

50100L OF' XATHDIATICS

Dear

rofessor Oppenheimer:
I am sorry that I shall not be able to attend

either the

arch 11 or the March 12 meeting.

If the matter comes to a vote on 'larch 11, I
wish to vote for placing before the full faculty a proposed nominatIOri of Andre 'eil to a Professorship at the
Institute.

Yours sincerely,

c•.. Yang
CNY:esg
?rofessor Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
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coP Y

COP Y
COuIDE

Paris, Ie 27 Fevrier 57
de
FRANCE

Chaire
DI Algebre et Geometrie

Cher Montgomery,
Bravo!

Je suis en chan te', c I est la meilleure

chose que l'Institute pouvait faire.

Je souhaite

tres vivement que vous reussissiez aupres de vos
collegues non mathematiciens et des "trustees".
Je vous envoie ci-joint une lettre plus
"fonnelle", disant la meme c ose.
Bien

a vous,

et encore une fois bravol
/s/ J-P. Serre
J-P.Serre
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cc:

Beurling
Borel
Glldel
Montgomery
Morse
Oppenheimer
Selberg
Veblen
Wei!
'."hitney
Proposed draft of a letter from Andre Weil to Chancellor Kimpton:

Dear Chancellor Kimpton:
I have before me a "Propcsal for the establishment of a
Center for Advanced Study in Mathematics" from the Department of
Mathematics of the University of Chicago.
On page

5,

I note the following:

"This lack caused it

[viz., the Institute for Advanced Study] to lose the distinguished
services of Carl LUdwig Siegel a few years ago".

This is the mildest

of a number of uncomplimentary references to the Institute for )
Advanced Study contained in that proposal.
Name-calling is fun.

But my Chicago colleagues might find

it more profitable to inquire what caused the University of Chicago
to lose the undistinguished services of one Andre Weil, >hom they
are, even now, frantically trving to replace.

Should they tell you

that it was the physical environment in Chicago, they would purposely
be deceiving you.

They know better.
Yours sincerely,

A. I'Tei!
cc:

M. H. Stone
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cc:

Beurling
Borel
G6del
Montgomery
Morse
Oppenheimer
Selberg
Veblen
vfei!

Whitney

PROPOSAL
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN MATHENATICS

Department of Mathematics
University of Chicago
January 15, 1958
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PROPOSAL FOP THE ESTABLISH}lENT OF A
CENTEP FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN l'iATHEMATICS
1.

The need.

Our inability to produce an adequate supply of high school graduates
with a strong interest in science and proficiency in elementary mathematics
is, quite properly, a matter of grave concern to the nation.

It appears to

be less aware of a serious weakness at the opposite end of the mathematics
training program.

'.le are ineffective in converting Fn.D. 's in Mathematics

into research scholars of high quality and this also merits national attention.
We are not getting the full benefit of the talents and training of our
Fn.D. 's.

This was recognized at least 30 years ago when the National Research

Council Fellowships (Fockefeller Foundation supported) were established to
provide opportunities for further study and research for a small number of
Ph.D. 's.

The problem is much mODe difficult today.

Mathematics has advanced

so much, and grown so in complexity, that postdoctoral training is essential.
About 250 Ph.D. 's in Mathematics are being trained each year in
American universities, and the number is increasing rapidly.

These are

talented people, frequently high school and college valedictorians, who have
completed successfully the very difficult Ph.D. course of stu1y which includes the writing of a dissertation embodying the results of
More than 10

%

origip~l

research.

of these are able to obtain support for a year or two through

National Science Foundation Fellowships, Office of Naval Fesearch Associateships, stipends offered by the Institute for Advanced Study, and research
associateships supported by government contracts at universities.

Some

of these and some others are able, after several years of teachine, to obtain

Director's Office: Faculty Files: Box 36: Weil, André- Member, Professor and Emeritus 1957-1959
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sabbatical leave support of one kind or another for an additional year of
advanced study.

These people would all increase their capabilities for

research i f great mathematical centers existed to 'lhich they could go for
advanced study and for contacts with the leaders in various fields of mathematics.

Do such centers eXist, and what are their facilities?
In 1933 there occurred an event of great significance for the develop-

ment of capable research mathematicians.
began its operation with a

stell~r

The Institute for Advanced StUdy

faculty consisting of James W. Alexander,

Albert Einstein, Oswald Veblen, John von Neumann, and Hermann Weyl.

The

first group of visiting scientists numbered 21, and most of these were
mathematicians who had already demonstrated ability in research.
faculty grew, and the Institute expanded into other fields.

The

In 1957 there

are 9 faculty members in mathematics and nearly 100 visitors, of whom
more than 50 are mathematicians.

The Institute still provides a first class

faculty and is now able to provide excellent housing, and somewhat crowded
office space, for about 100 people in several disciplines.
The United States also possesses several first class university
faculties in mathematics.

However, the Institute for Advanced Study is the

only institution which can attract the mathematician who is able to spend a
year of postdoctoral advanced study.

It is the only institution

hose faculty

is not burdened .lith teaching in bachelor's, master's, and Ph.D. training
programs, and the only place where housing and office space for visitors
is readily accessible.
As a result the Institute is overcrowded, and its operation is less

effective than in 1933.

Its visitors do not have ready communication with

its faculty, and many find a year at the Institute far less rewarding than
-2-
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expected.

The nation needs more such institutions, and their establislnnent

is a vital necessity.
certainly

adequ~te

The manpG';er resources of the United States are

to staff at least t>o more such centers, and the dis-

tribution of the Fh.D. training institutions in this country is such that it
would aooear to be wise to establish at least one such center in the
Middle West, ar'.d one on the

est COllet.

The Ph.D. 's in these areas

are less able to win fellowship awards than t.>lOse from the Ivy League
schools, and the supoort of their postdoctoral training, "lhich could be provided by stipends from centers, is essential for the greater good of the
country.

In this connection let us observe the great plans of the U.S.S.R.

for the establishment of centers, as Has announced in the Izvestia Akademii
Nauk of September - October

1957

(volume

Forty Years of Soviet Mathematics.

25,

no.

5)

in an article entitled

A translation follows:

"The concentration, which exists up to the present, of mathematical
scientific ,.lork in a small number of centers primarily in the European
part of the U.S.S.R., will be replaced in the near future by a dispersal
of mathematical science throughout the (Soviet) Union.
'What is coming is a change of approximately the same magnitude
as that which occurred in connection with the creation of new industries
in the East and in Siberia.

At that time the industrial revolution opened

wide perspectives for the industrialization of our country, giving it new
inexhaustible reserves.
fA net of universities, where new

mathe~ticians

should extend to the most remote corners of our Union.

will be trained,

A net of new

computing centers and mathematicial institutes must be created, able to
move ahead mathematics and all of its possible applications, and ready

-3-
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for that entirely new role which Science will play in a communist society.
'We are on the threshold of great chan!,es in our country.

These

achievements are being backed by the entire Soviet nation, among which
Soviet scientists and, in particular, Soviet

mathe~.ticians,

will, beyond

a doubt, play a leading role. II
2.

Function and operation.

We propose the establishment of one Center for Advanced Study at
the University of Chicago, rather than the establishment of a new Center
divorced from a university.

The reason for this will appear in the following

discussion of the functions and proposed operation of a Center at the University.
A Center for Advanced Study must have the following:
(a) A faculty of high distinction in research, and capable of communicating an understanding of the problems and techniques in their fields of
rese~rch

to the visitors who 'nIl come to the Center for oostdoctoral training,

and for the catalytic action which occurs in an exciting research environment.
(b) A faculty not
~

~

burdened with teaching and administrative duties

to be unable to spend time ,nth visitors, to discuss their research pro-

grams, and to prOVide rese8rch stimulation.
(c) An excellent library and individual offices for visiting mathematicians.

The private office is the laboratory for the research mathematician.

The library prOVides some of his

rese~rch

material, and must prOVide an almost

complete coverage of knOlfll results in mathemqtics.

It must be readily accessible

to his office, and must not be too crowded to be usable.

The building housing

the library and the offices for faculty and visitors must contain conference
rooms and lecture rooms.
(d) Housing for visitors must be readily available.

-4-

Adequate housing
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should be reserved for prospective visitors.

One cannot expect the mathe-

matician to come to an institution located in an area where he can expect
to have great difficulty in finding adequate housing for himself and his family.
(e) A faculty with adequate salaries.

It is not possible to create a

Center without providing a salary scale comparable to that of the Institute
for Advanced Study.

An underpaid faculty is an unstable faculty which is

subject to the upsetting influence of outside offers in this era where the
number of distinguished mathematicians is far less than the number needed.
The Institute has paid an annual salary of $18,000 to its professors for many
years, and an annual salary of $18,000 to $20,000, for professors at centers,
is surely warranted.
The main function of a new center '1ill be that of assembling and
supporting an outstanding faculty able to provide mathematical research of
high quality, and to provide postdoctoral training and stimulation for visiting
mathem~ticians.

The faculty must

h~ve

staunch support through adequate

salaries, excellent library facilities, good office space for faculty and
visitors, and through an assignment of

adequ~te

housing for the visitors.

Visitors must be provided with stipends, and the research faculty should
have assistants.
The description above is essentially

th~t

of the Institute for Advanced

Study except that the number of visitors there has grown so large that
communication bet>leen its faculty and its visitors has become more difficult than it was 20 years ago.

However, the Institute lacks an asset and

this lack caused it to lose the distinguished services of Carl Ludwig Siegel
a few years ago.
A center needs participation in advanced graduate work.

-5-

The active
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research mathematician needs the stimulation of contact, through giving a
course, with bright voung graduate students.
gradua te class is an audience which

~1ill

and thus understand his subject better.

He needs an audience, and the

require him to organize his knol<ledge
This audience is missing at the

Institute for Advanced Study and is a vitally important advantage of the
Center for Advanced Study at a university.
A center can then exist in its best form only in a university, and its
fa cuIty should inevitably be bound closely to the Hork of a department.

While

active participation in the departmental programs leading to bachelor's and
master I s degrees must not exist to an extent which would cripple the main
function of the center, voluntary participation in these programs must be
possible.

The

m~them"ticians

of the center lnll even wish to participate

occasionally in the teaching of college freshmen and in the growing programs
of high school teacher training.

While the emphasis in the duties of the

faculty member of the center must be on research and postdoctoral training,
he should be an active participant in training for the doctorate and should
have the opportunity for occasional participation in beginning graduate and
undergraduate teaching.

Only this full opportunity, available only at a

leading university, can provide for the proper expression of the talents of a
group of leading

rese~rch

mathematicians.

3. The proposed center at Chicago.
Since its inception, the Department of liathematics at the University
of Chicago has been one of the great departments of mathelll<'tics in this
country.

It has a long fine tradition as a department lnth a superb faculty,

a large and excellent body of students of mathemotics, a first class library,
and a fine office and classroom building.
centers for the training of Ph.D. 's.

It has always been one of the major

Its llidwest geographic location is ideal,

-6-
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as the many excellent private and state universities in the area produce
Ph.D. 's in Mathematics who are natural candidates for postdoctoral training
at the proposed Chicago center.

It cannot now function as a Center, even

though it has a faculty of suitable stature, because it cannot offer office
space, housing or stipends.

Its fa cuIty is burdened with teaching and

administrative work and many outside science administration activities, and
consequently is unable to devote enough time to the small number of visitors
';ho do come on government contracts, as visiting lecturers, or as fellows.
Thus the postdoctoral training capabilities of this great faculty are
essenti~ly

wasted.

The faculty l;ould like to experiment with a Ph.D. program providing
less formal instruction and more intimate contact
seminars and consultation.

~rith

graduate students through

It has already constructed an excellent program of

study providing a broad education in mathem'tics and leading to the degree of
~laster

of Science.

This program could be staffed by younger

mathem~ticians

and

would be kept alive and even improved if a less burdened top level faculty were
able to supervise it, to have time to study it, and to participate in it from
time to time.
In order to establish a Center for Advanced Study at Chicago a twopronged expansion of the present Departnent is necessary.

The present fa cuI ty

consists of ten active research men with tenure appointments, one very
learned man on tenure formerly active in research who now acts as Departmental
Secretary, one assistant proCessor, and three instructors.

There are also

two visiting lecturers.

The Department is strong in algebra, topology and

geometry, and analysis.

It is weak in the important related areas of

algebraic geometry, algebraic function theory and algebraic number theory,
and needs to add strength in these areas.

-7-
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in areas of mathematics close to applications.

It is

e3timate~

that the

addition of four or five professors in suitably selected fields would give
the group the coverage the proposed Center should have.

14

In addition to the staff of

to 15 professors, provided by the first

prong of the expansion proposed, the present Department needs five additional
able young men at the instructor or
would

t~ke

~ssistant

professor level.

These men

over most of the teaching in the master's program and so would

relieve the professors in the Center of this work and release them for the
postdoctoral training activity of the Center.
The Center should have its own budget.

At least at the beginning the

desirable close cooperation between the Department and the Center should
be achieved by making the Chairman of the Department the Director of the
Center.

The foHOl·ring budget for the Center is proposed (,rith the assumption

that the Departmental budget is to be maintained at at least its present level).
a.

Estimated faculty salaries, $150,000 to J200,OOO

b.

Stipends to provide one-half to full salary for 18 persons:
8
3
3
2
2

at
at
at
at
at

to

6,000

" 7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000

=
=
=
=
=

(l48,000
21,000
24,000
18,000
20,000
Total for stipends $131,000

c.

expenses for secretaries, telephones,
equipment and supplies
$ 29,000

Oper~ting

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL l3UD'3ET

~310,000

to

~360,000

In addition to this annual fund requirement the Center must be able
to offer visitors office space and housing.

If most of the soace in Eckhart Hall

were made available to the Department and the Center the essential needs
of both would be satisfied.

However, the Department Library, an essential

research facility, is currently being used by undergraduates as a study hall.

-8-
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It 'lOuld be difficult and undesirable to prevent this use.

Eckhart Hall currently

houses the Department of Statistics, the College and a part of the Department
of Physics, and these people have nowhere else to go.

Thus our ultimate

goal should include the construction of a new building to house the Department
of MatheJ1lCltics, the Departmental Library, and the r-e" Center for Advanced
Study.
The Center must control the assignment of housing for visitors.

It

is proposed that the number of visitors be limited to 30, and so an ultimate
total of 30 housing units is required.
The essential

requirement~

for the establishment of a Center for

Advanced Study in Mathem_tics at the University of Chicago have now been
summarized.

It is hoped

th~t

the notional need for such centers will be

recognized and that the support needed for the establishment of such a center
at the University of Chicago ,rill become available.

Proposal prepared by A. Adrian Albert
with advice from members of the Department,
in particular, from Saunders Mac Lane
and M. H. Stone.

-9-
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Report on Andre Weil
And~Weil was born in Paris in 1906.

mathematics and got his doctor's degree in 1928.
positions as folloHs:

'"

Confere~ce,

l1aitre de

There he also studied
He then held teaching

Professor at Aligarh University, India, 1930-32;
University of i1arseille, 1932-33; Yaitre de Con-

ference, University of Strasbourg, 1933-40; Lecturer at Haverford and
Swarthmore Colleees during the Har years; Professor at the University
of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1945-47; and Professor at the University of Chicago
since 1947.

He \;as at the Insti tute for Advanced Study from January to

l1ay 1937.

Surveying the Horld of mathematics and mathematicians today, it
is extremely rare to find someone Hho masters Hi th real kn01;ledge and insight more than one or tirO of tJle main fields of the subje.:t.

A person

really able to look upon mathematics as a ..mole uith comprehensive
kno\;ledge and deep understanding of all these major fields is again a quite
singular occurrence.

Andre \'leil in this respect occupies a rather unique

position among his contemporaries, and could only be compared ..dtll Hermann
\~eyl

in his thorough and Hide knol'rledge and deep insight in contemporery

as Hell as

clas~ical

nathematics.

His scientific production of papers and books deals ..ath such a
great variety of subjects as number theory and algebra, algebraic geometry,
topological groups, analytic
georr~try

and even

f~~ctions

differe~tial

in several variables, differential

equations, and shows him to possess great

power of penetration into t.ile most difficult problems, ability to see
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connections between apparently distant parts of mathematics, and a high
degree of originality in devising methods and techniques.

Among his con-

tributions are some that ,dll undoubtedly always be rated among the finest
achievemen ts of rnatherna tics in our tiJne.

His papers and books are Hri tten

.<ith a strong sense for the essential and fundamental and not least for
mathematical elegance and beauty.
A few of the most spectacular results of Weil will be mentioned
below; these are selected also because they lie closest to the present
,Triter, in that the results, though mostly obtained by methods of algebraic
geow2try, have deep consequences for number theory •
• ~il's thesis in 1928 at once established him as a
of first rank.

This

p2pe:!'

(T.m; .... h

h~.,. +'ho

T•

.,.~.,.,. h!:ld

t.he

11nnl=ilja]

w~thematician
distin~t.i on

of being accorded a review of six pages in the Jahrbuch tiber die Fortschritte
der Mathematik), dealt I"dth the problem of the rational points on algebraic
curves, or phrased differently i t dealt ..dth the properties of the set of
rational solutions of an equation of the form p(x, y)
polynomial "in x and y liith rational coefficients.

= 0, where P is any

Special problems of this

category had been considered in mathematical literature far back, but the
first results with some claim of generality were very recent.

~ssing

the his tory for the Simplest case >Then the curve has genus zero, ,Ie
mention here only that H. Poincare had attacked this problem for curves
of genus one, his attempt although it failed, led him to certain conjectures
about the structure of the set of rational points, I-lhich ,rere later proved
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by L. J. Nordell in 1922, namely tha t the set of all such po in ts could be
obtained by certain rational operations from a certain finite subset of
them,

~:hich

He refer to as a finite basis.

Hordell's results \-Tere

rightly considered a great achievement at the time, so it seemed no less
than sensa tional l-!hen leil t S thesis appeared treating the general case of
arbi tr~_ry genus grea ter than one ,lith cor-responding results.

Actually

Weil's results went even beyond the case of an algebraic curve, in that
it considered general abelian varieties, and the conclusions for curves
folloHed from the special case that the abelian variety is

~~e

jacobian

variety of an algebraic curve.
The results of Weil's thesis formed the essential basis for
Siegel's

resul~

about the

intp.pr~l

nnints on algebraic curves, ,ffiich in

a certain sense closed the his tory of diophan tine equa tions Hi th tHO
unkno,ms.
A probably even more outstanding achievement ,as Weil's proof
in

1941 of

the so-called Riemann hypothesis for the zeta-functions of

function fields over a finite constant field.

These zeta-functions had

first been introduced by Artin in the early tHenties as analogues of the
classical zeta-functions of algebraic number fields, and certain properties
like that of the existence of a functional equation had then, by various

authors in tile late t!-Ienties and the thirties, been established for these
ne" functions.

The fundamental questions about the location of the zeros,

which are still unresolved for the classical zeta-functions, "ere, after
some very special results had been obtained by Mordell, Davenport and Hasse,
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first attacked in a somewhat general situation by H. Hasse who in 1934
was able to give a proof of the Riemarm hypothesis for the case of an
elliptic function field (or as one Hould rather say today for the zetafunction of a curve of genus one over a finite field).
time was major

This result at the

pro~ress.

Weil had the idea that algebraic georr.etry would have to form the
basis for an attack on the problem in its full generality, namely for
arbitrary

~enus,

but in order to bring it to bear on the ?roblem he first

•
had to develop a u!1ified tileory of algebraic geometry that covered the
case that the underlying number field had prime-characteristic as well as
the C'l.se of characteristic zero; this in itself was a contribution of
great

i:!n;",~bn"p-

iveil l s oroof of the Riemann hypothesis for function

fields over a finite const=t field, has rather profound number theoretical
consequences, for

inst~,ce

about t,e number of solutions'of a general type

of congruence, and also about the order of rragnitude of certain types of
sums that play an il1!1)ortant role in analytic number theory.
In this connection it also deserves

years has introduced the more general

conce~t

algebraic variety of hiFher dLmension

~ian

general rules for the distribution of zeros

rr~ntion

of the

that Weil in the last

zeta-f~,ctiQn

of an

a curve, and conjectured certain
a~d

poles of these, in particular

also certain connections ,dth the so-called Betti numbers of the variety.
While these conjectures so far only have been

~roved

for special classes of

varieties, partly by Heil himself, partly by others, and undoubtedly lie
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extremely deep, so that one might expect the resolution of these problems

to take a long time,

t..!le~'

!lave, as shol·m for instance by the statement in

J-P. Serre's letter, caught

t~e

imagination of

SOI1'.e

of the most promising

young mathematicians and may strongly influence and direct the research in
this part of mathematics in

co~ng

years.

In our vieH there is at present no one else in the field of
ITA

thema tics til.a t i t ;auld seem more fitting and ap!Jropria te to bring here

as a faculty nember.

The appointment of A!1dre Wei! as a professor in the

Institute would greatly benefit the younger mathematicians that come as
temporary members, and it l;ould add very significantly to the scientific
prestige of the Institute.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

/

ANDRE WElL

/

Andre Weil was born in Paris on May 6, 1906. There he also
studied mathematics and got his doctor's degree in 1928. He then held
teaching positions as follows: Professor at Aligarh University, India,
1930-32; Mittre de Conference, University of Marseille, 1932-33;
Mattre de Conference, University of Strasbourg, 1933-40; Lecturer at
Haverford and Swarthmore Colleges during the war years; Professor at
the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1945-47; Professor at the University
of Chicago, 1947-48. He was appointed Professor of Mathematics at
the Institute for Advanced Study in 1958. He had also spent the spring
term, 1937, as Member at the Institute.
Surveying the world of mathematics and mathematicians today,
it is extremely rare to find someone who masters with real knowledge
and insight more than one or two of the main fields of the subject. A
person really able to look upon mathematics as a whole with comprehensive knowledge and deep understanding of all these major fields is
again a quite singular occurrence. Andre/ Wei1 in this respect
occupies a rather unique position among his contemporaries.
His scientific production of papers and books deals with such
a great variety of subjects as number theory and algebra, algebraic
geometry, topological groups, analytic functions in several variables,
differential geometry and even difterential equations, and shows him
to possess great power of penetration into the most difficult problems,
ability to see connections between apparently distant parts of
mathematics, and a high degree of originality in devising methods and
techniques. Among his contributions are some that will undoubtedly
always be rated among the finest achievements of mathematics in our
time. His papers and books are written with a strong sense for the
essential and fundamental and, not least, for mathematical elegance
and beauty.
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Report on AndrE! Weil

Andre" Weil

was bom in Paris in 1906.

mathematics and got his doctor's degree in 1928.
positions as follows:

There he also studied
He then held teaching

Professor at Aligarh University, India, 1930-32;

l1aitre de Conference,
'"
University of Marseille, 1932-33; Maitre de Conference, University of Strasbourg, 1933-40; Lecturer at Haverford and
Swarthmore Colleges during the war years; Professor a t the University
of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1945-47; and Professor at the University of Chicago
since 1947.

He was at the Institute for Advanced Study from January to

May 1937.
Surveying the world of mathematics and mathematicians today, it
is extremely rare to find someone ,·mo masters Hi th real knowledge and insight more than one or tuo of the main fields of the subject.

A person

really able to look upon mathematics as a lmole uith comprehensive
knowledge and deep understanding of all these major fields is again a quite
singular occurrence.

Andre v/eil in this respect occupies a rather unique

posi tion among his contemporaries, and could only be compared with Hermann
Weyl in his thorough and wide knowledge and deep insight in contemporary
as well as clas'3ical mathematics.
His scientific production of papers and books deals with such a
great variety of subjects as number theory and algebra, algebraic geometry,
topological groups, anal, tic functions in several variables, differential
geometry and even differential equations, and shows him to possess great
power of penetration into the most difficult problems, ability to see
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connections betrreen apparently distant parts of mathematics, and a high
degree of originality in devising methods and techniques.

Among his con-

tributions are some that will undoubtedly always be rated among the finest
achievements of mathematics in our time.

His papers and books are written

with a strong sense for the essential and fundamental and not least for
mathematical elegance and beauty.
A few of the most spectacular results of Weil will be mentioned
below; these are selected also because they lie closest to the present
writer, in that the results, though mostly obtained by methods of algebraic
geometry, have deep consequences for number theory.
Weil's thesis in 1928 at once established him as a mathematician
of first rank.

This paper (which by the way had the unusual distinction

of being accorded a review of six pages in the Jahrbuch tiber die Fortschritte
der Mathematik), dealt

~ri th

the problem of the rational points on algebraic

curves, or phrased differently it dealt

~ri th

the properties of the set of

rational solutions of an equation of the form p(x, y) = 0, where P is any
polynomial in x and y .vi th rational coefficients.

Special problems of this

category had been considered in mathematical literature far back, but the
first results with some claim of generality were very recent.

Bypassing

the his tory for the simplest case when the curve has genus zero, we
mention here only that H. Poincare had attacked this problem for curves
of genus one, his attempt although it failed, led him to certain conjectures
about the structure of the set of rational points, which

~rere

later proved
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by L. J.

~lordell

in 1922, namely that the set of all such points coul.d be

obtained by certsin rational operations from a certain finite subset of
them, which we refer to as a finite basis.

HordeU' s resul.ts were

rightly considered a great achievement at the time, so it seemed no less
than sensational when Weil's thesis appeared treating the general case of
arbitr,,-ry genus greater than one with corresponding results.

Actually

Weil's results went even beyond the case of an algebraic curve, in that
it considered general abelian varieties, and the conclusions for curves
foUewed from the special case that the abelian variety is the jacobian
variety of an algebraic curve.
The results of Weil. I s thesis formed the essential basis for
Siegel's result about the integral points on algebraic curves,

~Jhich

a certain sense closed the history of diophantine equations with

in

~iO

unlmowns.
A probably even more outstanding achievement was Weil's proof
in 1941 of the so-called Riemann hypothesis for the zeta-functions of
function fields over a finite constant field.

These zeta-functions had

first been introduced by Artin in the early twenties as analogues of the
classical zeta-functions of algebraic number fields, and certain properties
like that of the ex:istence of a functional equation had then, by various
authors in the late twenties and the thirties, been established for these
new functions.

The fundamental questions about the location of the zeros,

lmch are stiU unresolved for the classical zeta-functions, were, after
some very special results had been obtained by MordeU, Davenport and Hasse,
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first attacked in a somewhat general situation ~ H. Hasse who in 1934
was able to give a proof of the Riemann hypothesis for the case of an
elliptic function field (or as one Nould rather say today for the zetafunction of a curve of genus one over a finite field).

This result at the

time was major progress.
Weil had the idea that algebraic geometry

l~ould

have to form the

basis for an attack on the problem in its full generality, namely for
arbi trary genus, but in order to bring it to bear on the problem he first
had to develop a unified theory of algebraic geometry that covered the
case that the underlying number field had prime-characteristic as well as
the

c~se

of characteristic zero; this in itself was a contribution of

great importance.

Weil 's Droof of the Riemann hypothesis for function

fields over a finite constant field, has r'lther profound number theoretical
consequences, for instance about

~~e

number of solutions of a general

~e

of congruence, and also about the order of magnitude of certain types of
sums that playaI'. important role in analytic number theory.

In this connection it also deserves mention that Weil in the last
ye'lrs has introduced the more general concept of the zeta-function of an
algebraic variety of hifher dimension Ulan a curve, and conjectured certain
general rules for the distribution of zeros and poles of these, in particular
also certain connections
~fuile

~li th

the so-called Betti numbers of the variety.

these conjectures so far only have been proved for special classes of

varieties, partly by Weil himself, partly by others, and undoubtedly lie
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extremely deep, so that one might expect the resolution of these problems
to take a long time, they have, as sho,m for instance by the statement in

J-P. Serre's letter, caught the imagination of some of the most promising
young mathematicians and may strongly influence and direct the research in
this part of mathema tics in coming years.

In our Viel{ there is at present no one else in the field of
ma thema tics that it would seem more fitting and apnropria te to bring here
as a faculty member.

The appointlnent of Andre Well as a professor in the

Institute would greatly benefit the younger mathematicians that come as
temporary members) and it l-Iould add very significantly to the scientific
prestige of the Institute.

Atle Selberg
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ffiBLIffiRAPHY (Possibly incomplete)
Andre Weil
Sur les surfaces
Sur les

esp~ces

a courbure negative,

C. F., t. 182, p. 1069 (1926).

fonctionnels, C. R., t. 184, p. 67 (1927).

Sul calcol0 funzionale lineare, Rend. Lincei (VI), t. 5, p. 773 (1927).
L'arithmetique sur une courbe algebrique, C. R., t. 185, p. l426 (1927).
L'arithmetique sur les courbes algebriques, These Paris, et Acta Math.,
t. 52, p. 281-315 (1928).
Sur un theoreme de Horde11, Bull. Sc. llath. (II), t. 54, p. 182-191 (1930).
On systems of curves on a ring-shaped surface.

J. Indian Hath. Soc. 19,

109-112 (1931).
Sur les series de polynomes de deux variables complexes.
Paris 194, 1304-1305 (1932).

C. R. Acad. Sci.,

(Nith Claude Chevalley) Un theOrf3me d'arithmetique sur les courbes
algebriques. C. F. Acad. Sci., Paris 195, 570-572 (1932).
On systems of curves on a ring-shaped surface.

Bull. Acad. Sci.

Allahabad 1, 80-81 (1932).
Une propriete caracteristique :les ~uoes de substitutions lineaires finis.
C. R. Acad. Sci., Paris 198, 1739-1742 (1934).
(with Claude Chevalley) Ober das Verhalten der Integrale 1. Gattung bei
Automorphismen des "'unktionenkllrryers. Abh. rna th. Semin. Hamburg
Univ. 10, 358 bis 361 (1934).
Une proprie'te' car'lcteristi'1ue des groupes finis de substitutions.
Acad. Sci., Paris 199, 180-182 (1934).
Demonstration topologique d'un theoreme fondamental de Cartan.
Sci., Paris 200, 518-520 (1935).
Sur les fonctions ryresque periodiques.
(1935) •

C. Ft.

C. R. Acad.

C. h. Acad. Sci., Paris 200,

38~0

Uber 11atrizenringe auf r.iemannschen Fl~chen und :len Piemann-hochschen Satz.
Abh. math. Semin. Hamburg Univ. 11, 110-115 (1935).
L ' integrale de Cauchy et les fonctions de plusieurs variables.
111, 178-182 (1935).

!1ath. Ann.
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Andre'" Wei!

Arithmetique et ~eornetrie sur les v~rietes al~ebriques. (Actualites scient.
et industr. Nr. 206. Bxposes math. publies a la memoire de Jacques
Herbrand. XI.) Paris: Hermann and Cie. 1935. 16 pag. Frcs. 6.-.
les recouvrements des espaces topologiques: espaces complets, espaces
bicompacts. C. r.. Acad. Sci., Paris 202, 1002-1005 (1936).
Sur les groupes tooologiques et les
Paris 202, 1141-1149 (1936).

~ouryes

Sur les fonctions elliptiques p-adiques.

-

mesures.

C. R. Acad.

C. f. Acad. Sci.,
~ci.,

Paris 203,

22-24 (1936).
La mesure invariante dans les espaces de groupes et les espaces homogenes.

Enseignement Hath. 35, 241 (1936).
Eemarques sur des resultats recents de C. Chevalley.
Paris 203, 1208-1210 (1936).
I.es familles de courbes sur Ie tore.

C. R. Acad. Sci.,

Tec. math. r·oscou, N.s. 1, 179-181

(1936) •
Generalisa tion des fonc tions abeliennes.

J. iia th. pures

~ppl.,

:C:.

s. 11,

41-81 (1938).

a

Sur les es~ces_ structure unif'oPne et s \r la topologie ~nerale.
(Actualites sciert. et industr. Publ. Inst. i.at.P. Univ. de
Strasbourg. Fasc. 1.) Paris: liermann and Cie. 1938. 40 pag. Frcs. 15.-.
Zur

Theorie der tlgebraischen Funcrtionen.
}iath. 119, 129-133 (1938).

al~ebraischen

J. reine angew.

Calcul des nrobabili tes, rri tJ'ode axiomatique, integn tion.
(Rev. Rose Illus.) 18, 201-208 (1940).

-

Sur les fonctions algebriques a, corns de constantes fini.
Paris 210, 592-594 (1940).

On the Riemann hypothesis in function-fields.

f.evue Sci.
C. I .. Acad. Sci.

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.

27, 345-341 (1941).
L'integration dans les groupes topologiques et ses applications.
Sci. Ind., no. 869. Hermann et Cie., Paris, 1940. 158 pp.

Actual.

(with Carl B. Ulendoerfer) The Gauss-Bonnet theorem for I.iernannian polyhedra.
Trans •.4mer. :iat.'1. Soc. 53, 101-129 (1943).
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A correction to my book on topological groups.
272-273 (1945).
Sur quelques resultats de Siegel.
L'avenir des mathematiques.

Bull. Amer. Hath. Soc. 51,

Summa Brasil. ilath. 1, 21-39 (1946).

Bel. Soc. Hat. Sao Paulo 1, 55-68 (1946).

a une variete analytique
Comment. i'iath. Helv. 20, 110-116 (1947).

Sur la theorie des formes differentie11es attachees
complexe.

Foundations of Algebraic Geometry. American liathematical Society Colloquium
Publications, vol. 29. American Hathernatical Society, New York, 1946.
xix + 289 pp. $5.50.
Froc. ~!at. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 34, 204-207 (1948).

On sone exponential sums.

Sur les courbes algebriques et les varietBs qui s'en deduisent.

ActualitBs
Sci. Ind. no. 1041 = Publ. Inst. dath. Univ. 3trasbourg 7 (1945).
Hermann et Cie., PariS, 1948. iv + 85 pp.

Numbers of solutions of equations in finite fields.
Soc. 55, 497-508 (1949).

Bull. ArneI'. Hath.

Variete-;; abeliennes et courbes algebriques. Actt, ali tis Sci. Ind., no.
1064 = Pub!. Inst. i1ati>. tJriv. Strosbour~ 8 (1946). Hemann and Cie.,
PariS, 1948. 165 pry.
The future of mathem;>tics.

'mer. ;~th. i:onthly 57, 295-306 (1950).

Arithmetic on algebraic varieties.
,,,,

Ann. of iiatr.. (2) 53, 412-444 (1951).

....

,-

Varietes abeliennes. Algebre et theorie des nombres. Colloques Internationaux
du Centre National de la Eecherche Scientifique, no. 24, pp. 125-127.
Centre National de la Fecherche Scientifique, Paris, 1950.
Sur la theorie du corps de classes.

J. !'lath. Soc. Japan 3, 1-35 (1951).

Number-theory ar.d algebraic geometry. Froceedin;::s of the International
Congress of l~tllematicians, Cambridce, }!ass., 1950, vol. 2, pp. 90-100.
ArneI'. i'ia th. Soc., Providence, r.. 1., 1952.
Criteria for linear equivalence.
(1952) •
Footnote to a recent paryer.

Froc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 38, 258-260

Amer. J. Ma~h. 76, 347-350 (1954).
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Theorie des points proches sur les varietes differentiables. Geome'trie
differentie11e. Co11oques Internationaux du centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique, Strasbourg, 1953, up. 111-117. Centre
National de la recherche Scientifique, Paris, 1953.
Femarques sur un memoire d'Herrnite.

Arch. 'ath. 5, 197-202 (1954).

Abstract versus classical algebraic geometry.
Congress, vol. 3, 550-558.

Proceedings of 1954 Amsterdam

Sur les cri teres d 'equiv",lence en ~eometrie alge'brique, Hath. Ann. 128
(1954) 95-127.
(Hith S. Lang) Number of points of varieties in finite fields.
Jour. of ilath. 76 (1954) 819-827.
Science Francaise?

Amer.

po. 1-15 reprinted from La Novelle N.R.F. 1955.

On algebraic groups of transformations.

flJTler. J. ria th. 77 (1955) 355-391-

On algebraic groups and hOlllOgeneolls spaces.
493-512.

Amer. J. liath. 77 (1955)

On a certain tvpe of character of the idele-class group of an algebraic
number field. International 3ymposium on Algebraic Number Theory,
Tokyo 1956, 1-7.

On the theory of complex roul tiplic~.tion, ibid. 9-22.
The field of definition of a variety.

'mer. J. of ilath., 78 (1956) 509-524.

Sur l'analo~ie en"re les corps de nombres alGebriques et les corps de fonctio~~
algebriques, Revue Scient. (1939) p. 104.
Sur les tlH~'oremes de de fham, Cornrn •. l;"th. 'elv. 26,199-145 (1952).
On Picard varieties, Amer. Journ. of ~th. 74, 865-894 (1952).
Jacobi sums as "Grllssencharaktere" , Trans. Amer •• ra tho Soc. 73, 487-495 (1952).
Sur les "forrnules explici tes" de la theorie des norobres premiers.
Sem. lIC-th. Univ. Lund. Tome Su~pl. 252-265 (1952).

Comrn.

On the projective embedding of abelian varieties, Lefschetz volume, 1957,
177-181.
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ECOIE POLYTECHNF'UE FEDEFALE
MathematiQues Superieures
Zurich, Ie I·larch Is t 1957
Prof. Dr. Armand Borel

On Andre Weil.
Andre Weil's pp~ers ~re distin~ished by their depth and their
universali ty, pertaining notably to number theory, algebraic geometry,
al~ebraic

topology, differential geometry, Lie groups, function theory

of several complex variables.

Hany of them are important not only by the

results they bring but also by their influence on the subsequent development of the subjects they concern.
But, as important as they are, these papers do not give a full
account of the importance of Hell's role in mathematics.

His excep-

tionally lri.de knoFledge of me. themo tics and strong insig..l-jt have often
allowed him to point out deep connections and make suggestions which
have led several mathematicians to very fruitful lines of

rese~rch;

being one of the rare persons lmO can see mathematics as a whole, he
has contributed

signific~ntly

to the trend towards

has been so strongly felt these l'3.st
papers as by 'lis

su~gestions

ye~rs,

unific~tion

,mich

and this as llell by his

or b'r the "ork of the

~roup Bourb~ki,

,mere he has been one of the main influences.
To summarize, A. Weil is an outspnding mathematician both as a researcher and as a leader; this, in my opinion, makes him particularly
11ell qualified to be

p

Professor pt the Institute.

I hope very much

that he will be offered such '3. position and will accept it.
lsi A. Borel
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HAf.VAfD UilI'nI SITY
Cembridge 38, bass.
Department of
I fa thematics

Harch 1, 1957

Professor Deane i·iontgomery
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, Ve~ Jersey
Dear

~;ontgomery:

Andre Weil is one of the most eminent mathematicians
of our time. I do not usually like to use the word
brilliant, but I feel that it applies to him. Weil's
uork ran!~s amon3st the most fundamental and important done
in this country. He is one of the extremely few persons
~Tho is a mathematician and not a specialist in one of the
fields of mathematics. As a Professor at the Institute,
he could have a tremendous influence on the development
and growth of mathematics. I feel that Well is the man
for the Institute and that the Institute is the lace for
Heil.
Sincerely yours,

lsi

Richard

Richard Brauer
Professor of ilathematics
RB:mh
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THE JOHtlS HOPKINS UNIVEP.8ITY
Baltimore - 18, Maryland

Department of Ma them tics
Feb:n+ary 28, 1957
Professor Deane Montgomery
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Montgomery:
In reply to your letter of February 21st concerning the proposed appointment of Andre Weil to a professorship at your Institute, I am very glad to
,
give you herewith my estimate of him as a mathematician. In my opinion, Andre
Weil is one of the greatest ma thema ticians in the l'1orld today, and both in the
breadth of his kno}11edge as l'1ell as in the depth of his insight he has very few
peers. His mathematical achievements are of the very highest quali~ and importance, and his influence on the present generation of rna thema ticians, particularly
the younger ones, is both decisive and extensive. In his o}m main field of algebraic geometry, if indeed one could assign so universal a mathematician as Weil
to anyone field at all, virtually an entire school has grOlffi up under his leadership during the p~st ten or more years; and by personal discussions as well as
by correspondences, he has exercised an influence on his co-workers in the field
far beyond that of his Oloffi published works. I am a}1are that, in saYing all this,
I am merely stating 1'1hat is more or less genenlly kn01ID of Weil by his scientific
reputAtion amon~ the mat.l1e1ll!'tici"lnsj I only Hapt to say here that, having the
good fortune to have been in scientific contact ui th him for quite a few years,
my own impression of him fully confirms this high reputation.
I should like to add one further remark which I think s11o>Ts the special importance of a man like Weil to your Ins ti tute. By his abilities as l'1ell as by his
temperament, Weil is a born leader of research. In a conventional university,
the only young people whom a professor usually comes in contact o,ri th are, beside
possibly a fe}1 colleagues, mainly the graduate students, who are just learning
the fundamental techniques of research and hence are usually not in a position
to profit very much by contact 1,'i th a man like Weil. It is only at an institution such as your Institute, >There every year scores of young mathematicians of
more or less proven abilities from allover the >TO rId gather for mutual inspirations and exchanges of ideas, that the potential abilities of Weil as a leader
of reseqrch can be fully realized. '~lile I believe that mathematical research
should be free and not too much directed or guided by a single I'IaIl or a group of
men, however great, this by no means contradicts my opinion that personal scientific contact "lith a master mathematician like ''leil would be of great benefit to
many visiting members of your Institute. In viel'1 of this as >Tell as the fact
that your Institllte is now l1ithout doubt the mathematical center of the I'lorld,
I believe that the association of Andre' Weil with your Institllte HOuld be of
great benefit to the future development of mathematics.
Yours sincerely,
/s/

vI.

vi.

L. Chol'1

L. Chow
(Chairman, Department of Mathematics)
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NORTHWESTE.F.N

lT~'IVERS

ITY

Evanston, Illinois
The College of Liberal Arts

March

4,

1957

Professor D. Montgomery
School of Mathematics
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Montgomery:
It is alHays hard to talk on the respective merits of
various mathematicians, but of one thing at least I am sure: it may
probably be ar~ed ,lith some plausibility that there are some mathematicians whose talents and achievements maJ<e them the equal of Andre
1{eil, but not that anyone now living is superior to him. His tOHering
position in the mathematical Horld of today is too well-known to need
much comment; he himself used to say that a mathematician deserves to
be called great if he has had at least one great idea in his life;
by that reckoning, his position is secure among the greate~t, for he
has originated perhaps half a dozen of such big ideas. One of his
most admirable characteristics (which, to my knm"ledge, he only shares
wi th Chevalley and Serre) is the extraordinary fac t tha t in the vast
expanses of present-day mathematics, there is hardly a territory in
"Ihich he does not feel at home and in >lhich his knowledge is not as
deep as it is broad, ~rasping securely the basic principles and the
main problems of the theory, and leaving to lesser minds the secondary
details or the pseudo-problems. Furthermore, his published Nork,
tremendous as it is, is only part of the enormous influence he has
exerted on his ~eneration; and it may be said Hithout exaggeration
that he has done more than anybody to pull French mathematics out of
the rut in l,;hich it 1 as floundering in the 1920 's, and to help bring
it to its present activity.
Sincerely yours
lsi J. Dieudonne'
/

J. Dieudonne
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COLillffiIA UNIVJSITY
IN THE CITY OF iE' r YOH
New York 27, N.Y.
Department of liathenatics
tiarch 2,

'57.

Professor D. Nontgomery
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J.
Dear Hontgomery,
I have, as you perhaps J~no 1, a very high regard for Andre' Weil and
his rna therna tical pO~lers. 'hile I do not consider myself at all competent to
pass judgment on his ~lork, I shall try to indicate belO>I the factors on which
this regard is based.
Heil has a deep an", at the same time, an unusually broad understanding of nathernatics. This is rather rare in tl ese da s of specialization.
He also has a very pronounced flair for elegance. One can say that mathematical beauty is created by combining depth Hith elegance. In '~il's Hork
both these qualities are present in a considerable measure. Perhaps his
best work is devoted to the study of arithmetic properties on algebraic curves,
or more generally, on algebraic varieties. I can think of only three mathematicians (Siegel, Artin and Hasse) ·>hose pork in this, or a related, field,
is of a higher stand.ord.
Although the connexions between nUl'lber-theory and algebraic
geometry have been the principal object of his researches, Feil has taken
an active interest in many tonics, for examnle, in t'le transcendental
theory of algebraic varieties, in complex manifolds, differential geometry,
topological groups and fibre spaces. His book on Topological Groups, which
was rri tten before 1940, contains an able and elegant account of ;hat t'TaS
knOtm at the time and has been of gre'\t value to the younger mathem.ticians.
Another book on Algebraic Geometry made the foundations of t.ile subject
secure and gave a comple te account of intersection theory. Although the
style of this boole is too dry for my taste, it does ')rovide the reader uith
a solid base to build upon. In fact, .Jeil 1Irote t:1is book largely to be
able to construct his beautiful theory of Abelian Varieties and to do this
in a way Hhich Houlc! be above suspicion. This theory, in its turn, gave
him the proof of the Riemann hypothesis for function fields ;hich is
regarded as one of the hl0 most important achievements of lfeil, the other
being the nroof of a conjecture of Poincare:
I think I have said enouc;h to ShOH !lhy I count leil among some of
the ablest m~thenaticiaT's alive. He is extremely uell-infonned and shows
great ingenuity in transplanting ideas from one field to another (e.g. his
theory of fibre spaces in algebraic (;eometry). He has excellent mathenatical
taste and is quick in distinguishing the good from tJ e mediocre. He is
very receotive to ne~ ideas and can swiftly reduce them to their essence.
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(For example, the notion of transgression in topology, which was ilnplici t
in the Imrk of Chern, ~las, I believe, first formulated by Weil.) He is
constantly bubbling with fascinating conjectures in widely different
fields. It is obvious th'\ t contact In th Sl' ch a man can be of :immense
value to younger rnathem'.ticians, as indeed it has been in many cases.
I have kno~m Weil as a friend for several years. Outside
mathematics he has a sensitive appreciation of art and literature and it
is always a pleasure to talk to him. However, one cannot help feeling
tha t i f this remarkable man, with his rare intellectual gifts, had a
moderating touch of htunility in his make up, he ~lOu1d have been a finer
personali ty •
Yours sincerely,
/s/ Harish-Chandra
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March 6, 1957

Dear Deane:
I am very enthusiastic about the idea of appointing
Andre Weil to a position at the Institute, and I cannot think
of a more appropriate choice. Like most mathematicians of my
generation, I have a great admiration for Weil's work and for
his masterful command of the main streams of mathema tical
thought. I believe that there is almost unanimous agreement
among the mathematicians of today that Weil's work has had
a profound influence on the grmrth of at least all of the
follm~ing:
the theory of topological groups, algebraic number
theory, and algebraic geometry.
It should perhaps be pointed out also that the ins piand training of many of the younger mathematicians in
France can be traced back to 1tTeil, via Bourbaki. In particular,
it Nas chiefly 'Teil (during the early 1930's) 1-Iho directed the
attention of his colleagues in France to modern algebra, and
who thus primed the development of the algebraic methods that
have been 50 spectacularly successful in almost all branches
of modern mathematics.
r~tion

Although of at most secondary importance, it may be
of interest that Weil's intellectual and cultural interests
range also outside the field of mathematics. For instance, he
has considerable facility lvith classical and ancient languages,
such as Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. In part, this is in evidence
in his work on the history of mathematics.
There can be no doubt th'lt Weil Hould have a profoundly
constructive influence on the mathematical life at the Institute,
and that he 1-10uld greatly contribute toHard enhancing the position of the School of ¥Jathematics of the Institute as one of the
chief focal points of mathematical rese~rch.
Sincerely yours,
/5/ Gerhard
G. Hochschild
(Professor of Nathematics at the
University of Illinois. Currently
a Guggenheim fel101~ and member of
the Institute.)
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HASSACIlUSETIS IllSTITUTZ OF T:::CHNOLOOY
Cambridge 39, lass.
Department of Ma thema tics

February

25,

1957

Professor Atle Selberg
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, Net'l Jersey
Dear Professor Selberg:
I received your letter of February 19, 1957, asking my opinion
on the mathematical accomolishments of Professor Andre Weil. It is
of course very difficult for me to give a full account of the merits
of such a prominent senior mathematician as Professor Weil, so I shall
write here only some features of his versatile trorks in which I myself
am mostly interested.
Ever since his doctoral thesis on rational points on algebraic
curves, Professor Weil seems to have alwavs been interested in
algebraic geometry and its application to arithmetic problems, thinking
that algebraic geometry, in particular, the theory of algebraic curves,
is a bridge connecting the ~10 classical branches of mathematics,
ari thmetic and analysis, and mav eventually orovide a most essential
key to the solution of the famous f.iemann I s hypothesis. led by a
similar motive, Professor E. Artin already ~roposed about thirty years
ago the study of zeta-functions of algebraic curves defined over finite
fields. The proof of the analogue of the Riemann I s hypothesis for such
functions had then become one of the most fascinating problems in
arithmetic and algebra, and it had been studied by many mathematicians
until Professor T.Teil finally announced an ingenious idea of solving
the oroblem using the theory of algebraic correspondences of algebraic
curves and the theorv of abelian varieties of characteristic p. But,
in order to carry out such a proof, Professor Weil had then first to
give a new solid foundation to classical algebraic geometry so that
it can also afford to handle algebpic varieties defined over fields
of characteristic p, and his complete solution of the problem including
such a fundamental work on algebraic geometry has been published in the
form of three books since 1946. I think this is one of the most
important contributions to mathematics in t.his century, for Professor
t.'eil thus not only obtained a deep result related to various domains
of mathelM.tics, but, in doing so, he also opened a net-l scope in algebraic
georretrv Nhich has since become' a very active branch of mathematics
where now many mathematicians are 'rorking successfully on the foundation
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laid by him. Having published those results, Professor Weil is still
continuing vigorously his research on arithmetic and algebraic
geometry, in particular, on the problems concerning various zetafunctions derived from algebraic varieties, proposing at the same
time neH interesting conjectures, the proofs of 'mich are nO~T principal
targets of research in this domain.
Besides his work on arithmetic and algebraic geometry I have
just mentioned, Professor Weil has also made many important contributions to other branches of mathematics, particularly, to the theory
of topological ~roups ~nd to the theory of complex manifolds, and,
just as in arithmetic and algebraic geometry, those results of his
are now regarded as forndng basic parts of the respective branches.
But, perhaps more significant is the fact tho t all of his Horks have
inspired younger mathematicians to launch further research of the
subjects he originated and, in fact, with fruitful results; in such
occasions, he is always tnlling to five his valuable suggestions on
the subjects to his younger colleagues.
I believe Professor Weil ~nll continue to make great contributions to mathematics as one of the leading mathematicians in the
world.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Kenkichi Iwasa~1a
Kenkichi Illasawa
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COLLEaE
Paris, le 27 Fevrier 57
de
FP.ANCE

Chaire
DIAlgebre et Geometrie

Cher Hontgomery,
Bravo!

Je suis enchantS, c'est la meilleure

chose que l' Institute pouvait faire.

Je souhai te

tres vivement que vous ~ussissiez aupres de vos
collegues non mathema ticiens et des "trustees".
Je vous envoie ci-joint une lettre plus
"fonnelle", disant 12 meme chose.
Bien

a vous,

et encore une fois bravo!
/s/ J-P. Serre
J-P.Serre
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,
COLLEGE
Paris, le Feb. 27, 1957

de
FRANCE

, Chaire , ,
D'Algebre et Geometrie
Dear Professor Hontgomery,
I am very glad to hear that you and your colleagues are ;Jishing
to have the Institute offer a professorship to Andre WElL.
I think this is an excellent choice, the best you could make.
Like most of the mathematicians of my generation (and of the preceding one too), I have the greatest admiration for the scientific
'Hork of Andre WElL; I even believe that, among the living mathematicians (in all branches of mathematics), he has no superior, i f
any equal. No other seems to me to have the same global (and yet
so deep) insight of mathematics, the same rare combination of
creative imagination and of "brute force". It 1"ould be useless
to try to list here his main contributions. Let me quote only
his thesis, his book on locally compact croups, the "Foundations",
his papers on class field theory, on complex multiplication, his
proof of the Artin-Fiemann conjecture for function fields of one
variable. These are all contribu tions of fundamental importance,
1,hich have opened up new and very promising fields of research;
to give a personal example, I knO;l nothing in mathematics more
exciting than WElL I S results and conjectures connecting the zeta
function of algebraic varieties with topological properties of
these varieties.
It would also be good to quote other contributions of ~IEIL
(to topology, functions of several complex variables, etc), to
say something about his influence on the mathe1Tl2tical schools of
several countries (Japan, and also the U.S. and France), but
you know all that better than I do. I hope what I h'lve said is
enough to express my admiration for him; he certainly is the best
successor the Institute could F,ive to C.L.Siegel and H.Weyl.

With best regards
/s/ J-P. Serre
Jean-Pierre SERRE
,
Professor at the College de France
39, Boulevard de 12 Chapelle
PARIS, 10.

